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Holland City News.
VOL. XV.— NO.

25.

HOLLAND,

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

24, 188G.

WHOLE

NO. 726.

LOCAL ITEMS.

Last Saturday Mr. D. C. Wachs, oue depends the future of Holland. It hai
the objectionable order and the restoring
prominent only been within the past two years that
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
of the old tickets. This was not done,
Toe Hotels at Macatawa are now doing Greenbackers,visited our city and uu- this idea has percolated through the
however, until Monday last.
a rushing business.
Terms of Subsoription
loaded some of bis political faith. Mr. skulls and Into the brains of our citizens.
On Sunday the train arriving at 10:80
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
Wachs’ business here, however, was of a The urgency of action dawned in upon
paid at three month, and $2.00 if
a. m. contained some two hundred and
We have been having too hot weather private nature.
them and their work since then has been
paid at six months.
for locals to thrive much.
fifty people under the personal superIt
i»0
very
curtouB
fact
that
two
men
rruilf“'Among
the
result.
°f
their
vision
of the Assistant General Passenger
Haten of advertising made known on application,
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. S. Lievense
changes adverti8er® have the Privilege of three
in this city can set at defiance the laws
7rk ‘t
F““clnS Agent and his force of clerks. They had
on Sunday, July 18, 1880-a boy.
business Cards in City Directory, not over three
regard to flshine with nets in the Bay, and
“ Mu95rs- Lllm"re« * nearly all the passengers “fixed” for
lines. 32 per annnra.
"bulldoze"
the
majority
of
the
neotile
of
'Urkman'
Tllc
^rpnse of Mr. Werk- "Ottawa Beach and the Queen of the
n^lc<*°f Blrthi. Marriages,and Deaths pul).
Mr. John Knerr and wife, of Chicago,

of Ottawa County’s most

-

-

^

in
^ A

I

iehed without charge for subscribers.
advertising bills collectableQuarterly

111.,

this

MONEV

L. S.

rnoviN,

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
Offlce Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Uotel,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICU.

communitywho

_

are

n ,‘i 9?lmmlM,,on Merchant, and
n Gra'nVF,onran(1 Produce. Highest
price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
ttore, corner Eighth and Fish
*
in

streets.

Orun and Mtdlelaei.

np! ElghthSt.

Last week Friday afternoona Ore

was

and see

old rubbish and the dry grass ou the

it.

al!',-VS ,,eCD of lhe l,isll<!9tordtr Lakes.” As the people came oil' the
aD(1 ie in9 ‘al,orei1 liari1 ft,,J industriously train thyo were told by Capt. Harrington
for the welfare of t^ie community of
that their tickets would he eood on the
which he' is a part. Mr. Lamoreux, his
steamer Macatawa and that she would be
Parluer. comes from Otsego with a reputhe only steamer allowed to land at the
tali°n l(,r honesty and integrity,,n
un-

opposed to their 'T,ha?

— business.
_

nefarious

started on the College campus in a pile

of
prem-

Macatawa Park dock. Some went aboard
grove. It was equalled^ Ho is the owner of the patents and remained there. Seeing that they
Bert Barnes, of the Grand Haven only by timely and hard work that a on the fanning mill and is a thorough and
were loosing some of "their passengers”
Telephone Exchange, is spending a few serious conflagration was averted.
competent mechanic and business man.
two of the officials went aud stood on the

, -

ises led the flames to the

in this city.

say that with these qualities
gang plank and otdered people to "pass
assured. This
on to the Queen of the Lakes.” Capt.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hummel are in Milay t ere will be o dance at the pavillion week we called ou them and learned a
Harringtonordered the plank cleared,and
waukee this week attending the German
°* 'V(n ' ^owis at Macatawa. The few fads in regard to their business, and It was done In as gentlemanlya way as
Musical Convention.
s earner Geo. P. Savidge will run between the mill, which we think would he of in
possible. No "bullies” or "roughs” medtins city and the Park for the accommodaterest to all citizens, and especially to
Kollen Astra, night baggageman at
died in the matter, as stated in the Grand
tion of our young people who desire to
those who have encouraged this firm in a
this station,returned from a two weeks’
Rapids Telegram- Uerald, and the only unattend.
substantial manner On next Monday
visit in Chicago last Tuesday.
gentlemanlyconduct shown was that of
The Chicago and West Michigan R’y morning several salesmen will be sent out the "officials” who stood on the gang
Prof. Doesburg and family left last
Company have bought a tract of land and wagons put on the read to sell the plank of the Macatawa and Interfered
Tuesday to spend a few weeks with relajust north of the river between the two mills, of which some fifty or seventy-five with the passengers who desired to gi,
tives and friends in Milwaukee.
railroad bridges, and will utilize it for a are ready for market. There are at pres- aboard that steamer.

- -

CsBfflluioBMerchant.

ilclansprescriptionscarefnllypnt

thia

Kanters & Sons have a novelty in
oil stoves. It is called “The Twin.” Cali

—

-

a
market

Astra

R.

days

pffttmj.

gusincfljs

M.

-

TO LOAN.

In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

,

were visitiug Mr. and Mr.
week.

ll!°

-

-

r

-

—

formed Church, left for Milwaukee last
a visit to his brother

Will

the success of the firm is

connect with the main line and ent some twenty carpentersand painters
then discontinue the old Grand Hav- employed in building the mills, and It

Rev. D. Broek, pastor of the Third Re- track
Tuesday on

It is safe to

L\ery Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

-

to

and fam- en Bridge for northern business.

is

the Intention of the proprietors to

to be regretted that the paper* of

It is

com Grand Rapids have published so many

plete some five hundred of them this year. untruths in regard to this matter. An unof new wheat brought The mill is not an entirely new machine biased reader perusing lhe most pretenThe darkest hour in the history of a into this city this season arrived last having been manufactured to some extent tious of dailiesof that city would euppoie
young man is when he sits down to study Wednesday. It was grown on the farm of for a few years past at Otsego, Mich., and that nearly all the people of Holland were

rnralturi.

ily.

The

Qiatra Scaliri.

how
ing

Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street. -

:

to get

money without honestly earn-

Mr. Joseph Buxton, of Olive Center,

who

"bullies,” "roughs,”and

at Logansport,Ind. It has been awarded

brought the load to this city. The Stan-

it.

Van der Yen

Mr. Jas. M.

Hotili,

first load

this office this

called at

week and treated our

office

force with some of his excellent“J.
cigars.

We

fifty-three first premiums at differentagridard Roller Mills purchased it and the cultural fairs and is in every way a firstproprietorspronounce it of excellent class fanning mill. Below we publish

quality.

--

M.”

-----

—

some

_ _

Mill

of the

are glad to state that the present

status of this deplorable warfare is such
that no one can lay ought against either

reasons why the Vindicator

superior to other fanning mills:

is

"rowdies.”,*

the captains of the two boats.’ They

of

have acted

gentlemanly as

as

possible' un-

Dr. Reynolds, of Red Ribbon fame,
“The strength of the mill compares with der very agravatlng clrcumitances. If
wil, commence a series of temperance
There were four hundred in attendance lecturesin the Opera House on Wednes- its lightness.The breadth, length, and outsiders have interfered in the matter the
depth of the shoo and the room, manner captains of the boats are not responsible.
puCEN IX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor. at the Third Church picnic last week in- day, August 4. It will be remembered by
and pitch; any aelve or screen can be
t’0"1?*1 ne4r the C. * W. M. R;y depot, has stead of two hundred and fifty as slated in
The "war” was transferredto thiseod of
good facilities for the travelingpublic, and its
all who lived here some ten years ago that placed to do any grade of work. The
tab e is unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo- our last issue.
the
Bay on Tuesday last. In the mornshape
of
the
hopper
and
place
where
it
Dr. Reynolds revolutionized public sentidation of guests,
discharges its grain upon the upper end ing Captain Harrington read a lease,
Work was commenced ou the grading ment in this community on the temper- of the long slotted screen and the fact that
IdTiryand Sals Btablti.
which was given him of the Flxter dock
of West Twelfth street last Monday. This ance question on the occasion of his visit three screens can be successfully used at
at which the Queen lands, to Captain
Subls; street when finished will be one of the at that time. He will undoubtedly be a the same time without any inconvenience;
also the manner the seed apparatus is ar- Johnson and demanded of him dockage
welcome visitor here now.
finest in the city.

iiS“d

N“BintLh

ranged, folding itself securely underneath
the Hopper board when not In use away
TTAN RAALTE, B., dealear In Farm imple*
Mr. T. 8. Purdy presented us last
from danger; and its perfect governing
Nimhra3eU«.s“d m‘ch",,!t3'
Kiv« ““d Monday with a ripe fig. Mr. Purdy has a server, in his last Issue published the offi- powers. From the fact that small lots ol
cial papers— the complaint and the verdict grain, or seed, can be cleaned and secured
DER VKN, J. M., Manufacturesthe best fine fig tree and this year raised a quantity of the jury— to prove assertions made by in the boxes without sweeping the floor,
5 cent cigar made. Havanna tilled. Smoke
of the luscious fruit.
them. For sale by all
2-iv
him in a controversywith an anonymous or the mill may be set out in the yard »nd
dust kept out of the barn or grain house.
Phyilciam.
In the absence of the pastor, the pulpit correspondent of the Grand Haven Because of its perfect constructionand
of the Third Reformed Church will next Courier-Journalabout the late trial in steady motion its durability is assured.
TrBEllER8,fl..,phvslcIan and Surgeon. Resthe drum is
uie manner
maDner in
10 which
whicn the
is mitred
mitred
,denuce ?n Tw#lf“ Blreet. cor. of Market St.
Sabbath be occupied by Rev. H. Utter- which he sued a merchant of his village The
Officeat the drug store of Kremers & Bangs.. Of*
wick,
of
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
flee hours from ll a. m. to 12 m.,and from h to 6 p.m
- -- •^9+
;he “reciio,,9o[
Bar°es’ He aIso wise|y
states that be The size of grain boxes and room underyATES, 0. E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
R. E. Werkman, of the Phceuix PlanJ. at residence on the corner of River and
will not devote any more time or space in Death Hopper screen and side pockets preManufactorln,MlUi, Shops, Xtc.

Bro. Barnes, of the CoopervilleOb-

^

yAN
Y

dealers.

--

-----

-

Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.

--

-

ing Mill, has secured the contract for
furnishing doors, sash, frames, mouldings,
etc., for the

“
subject.

‘“n”"

TzTnfr'r
bis

__ De.X ^

paper in discussingso unpleasant a

-

new County Poor House.

—

—

a

t.

State troops.

4. h,

„

He asked

— --

dls- -

for water, but soon after
1 ,
....... . ‘“‘tI

ly. In the afternoon be went to Grand
Rapids to consult with

the railroadpeople..

Harringtonin the meantime took possesslon of the warehouse which he locked

he

and, with the aid of a force of men,

piled a few cords of Blabs that belonged

had

to blm, and which
side by

warehouse and to the Queen.

to the

one

been piled to

other parties, on the walk leading

The

reason of this action was that he bad beei*

the grain escape, told by Mr. Fixter that he had a right to
obstructionof box slides absolutely
preventing warping or spring of timber tbo dock and should take possession of it,
Capt. Johnson returned on thp midnight

reu

li

dock.

me.nllng tlie chokiQg of

train accompanied by a lot of

Bro. Mulder, of De Grondtcet,had the Jamestown last week Thursday. Gerrlt and a divide between boxes; also shoulder
Watohu and Jewlry.
good fortune last Sunday morning to be iBouma, whose parents reside in Zeeland f61110* three inclies up on side board and
persented with a little daughter. The |was
Iwas at work on a load of wheat
£llffenin? Blde3 of, n*11 Rnd receiving
wheat, and fell
fell
1> REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
icrew through side board preventing
. deal(Lr in ,ancJr K00dB- Corner of Market paper appeared as usual on Tuesday off In such a manner that two tines of a
and Eighth streets.
|oxes from getting loose or falling down,
j
fork which fell off the load at the same ihe fact that every mill is fitted to all
Ty YKUUYSEN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
TV Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce- John Pieters, a member of one of the time entered the back of his head and ;rades of work and kind of seed.- That it
dar streets.
s the most perfect grade mill in existence
passed completely throu-h it, coming out
nd the
Grand Rapids companies of the State HAfir
n«flr hia
»nu
me best
oesi is none too good and not
hid nno«
nrtosi 11 ~ ___ it « .« - .
his nose. He pulled the fork out fmly the best but most rapid cleaner.”
Militia has returned home from Camp
himself and ran to the bouse 01/UJO
some U JO'
-Alger and the annual encampment of the
The Steamboat War.
tanc3 away, climbing a fence on bis way.

morning.

for every passenger taken across the

Johnson listenedpatientlyand gentleman-

were

to act as

men who

"sluggers”if the case

re-

quired. But finding everything quiet and

men were

orderly the

back

homes

to their

The matter

is

paid, and "passed”

in

now

Grand Rapids.

likely to get into

the

may

bo

courts and as this is the case it

well for us to state, as near as possible,

—

upon what Captain Johnson Is
Captain Harrington’s
ary

went
ncul

acting.

lease is dated

Janu-

1886, and gives blm the exclusive

19,

/ T1,e “steamboat war” has occupied a control of all freight, passenger and bagd,ed Inabout lwo
share of the time aud attention of gage business inside the harbor of Macs---- of age
-6v and
uuu bis
UU the people of this city the past week, and
Theological Seminary have appointed noura. He waa 24- years
tawa Bay that may come on the dock for
remains were taken to Zeeland for burial.
Rev. H. E. Dosker, of Grand Haven, as
it Is getting to be a very tiresome thing.
the season of 1886. The consideration 1$
The

Board of Superintendentsof the

..

Wt

hn°fl LU8°“ “Dd
-

*

-

Lector of the Institutionat a salary of

Dec. 27.

D. L. Botd. W. M.

$1,000 per year.

0. Bbitiuh, See'v.

The

Knights of Labor.

ssass**
o**•
Hiuioar Lock Box,

Holland, Mich.

itathrts.
Produce, Etc.
(WHOLXSALI.)

70c. ’

the meeting of those of our citizens

interestedin the organizationof

finest and best selected stock of

Crockery and Glassware to be found in
Western Michigan is

At

at the store of Peter

a

The

originators of this warfare are

no $26. The

hand claim to have a lease recently signed
and yacht club held in the law office of they accomplished anything since our by Peter F. Pfanstiehl, the owner of the
last issue. Macatawa Park is crowded
Mr. J. C. Post on last week Friday night,
property, and Joseph Flxter the leasee,
articles of association

boat

were drawn up and

with people and the other resorts are getting but a small proportion of guests.

for the

This claim

signed by nineteen good responsible men.
Bteketee & Co. Call after reading their
state of affairs undoubtedlyso exasperated
It is the intention of the club to build t
new advertisement.
the railroad officialsthat on last week
neat comfortableclub house at an expense
Friday
they issued orders to agents to sell
Last Monday a little seven-year-old son of nearly $1,000 and to bold a regatta this
tickets which formerly read to "Macitaof Captain Geo. Nauta fell from a pile of fall. Committees were appointedto draft
wa Park and return,” to "Ottawa Beach
wood and dislocated his elbow. Dr. O. a constitutionand by-laws, and on site for
and return via Steamer Queen of the
E. Yates was immediately called and at- club house. They reported at a meeting
tended the little snflerer.
held last evening. The objects of the Lakes.” In order to retaliateCapt. Har-

also

which prohib-

a condition

its tbe latter from sub-leasing without the

consent of the former and Mr. Pfanstiehl
never having given his consent to Capt.

HarringtonIt
lease is in full

is

absolutely void and their

force. They have given to

Capt. Johnson tbe rights they hold under
rington, who controls the docking privi- this lease.

8

What

BBT AIL.

time

of this feature

may be

hard at

It is

acting opon the advice of his attorney,

count

of

the

number

of paisengers taken

tbe full benefitof tbe rights accordedhim

under bis
ft this

*

bitail. _

In

leases of the

*
end

dock property, both

Bay aod

of the

17#

at

spHeof General Manager Mullikeu’s

persistent assertions that

bad

Macatawa.

NOTES,

lied about his

The

DmocnU

attempt as a midnight

marauder to attack the vital Interests of
enterprising.These encouraging features throats of respectable people tickets to a
the
villageof Newsygo, the circuit court
inches across
are becoming more and more a fixture, piace
place ma^tney
thatjhey aid
did not want to go to, and of that county has granted a perpetual inand with the increaseof these qualitiesit finally resulted In the withdrawing of
{Continued on Fourth Page.)

neighbor’!garden which weighed two

the top.

by

the Queen and is also determined to have

5J*1

pounds and measured

thia

determine. But Capt Harrington,

to

Mr. J. C. Post, is keeping aa accurate ac-

^

$11.00; Middlings,ft 100 fcs„ 80; Oats, 45c*

tbe outcome

of tbe war

$4.2°: Fine Corn Meal, V 100 U., $1.40; Feed, «
*>Ivm1im00' Frd,’J
tt>8- 906 ; Hay, $8.00, Mr. and Mrs. H. Boone. Mr. Melleason Holland casta off her swaddling clothes, ment they were receiving at the hands of
| Middlings,9 100 lbs., 70c: Oata, 30a32ci
P charmed with our city and thinks that pats sway childishthings, and stands Capt. Harrington.The passengers also
? 10S
he' newi *°c. Old.
7 Seed’ ,^1?:5hea,' white, 75; Re<i all our people should "wear diamonds.” among the Michigan sisterhood of cities, began to protest and commenced to deFulU, 75; Lancaster Red, 75. Com, ear, 40c.
a fair sample of size, youth, vigor, and mand tickets over the "old reliableroute”
J
On Saturday last Mr. Henry Cheese- beauty. These graces of youthful life
of the agents, and raised such a humming
man, of Olive, brought to this office a head may leave her, but we do not fear it as
about the ears of the officialsthat they
•ie2i’^«100fci,,90oI
Corn’ "helled,50c; Flour. of lettuce raised in Mr. Ed. Watson, a
long as the people are hopeful, happy and discontinued trying to jam downitbe

Br'’toci

dock for three years. They

that in th? lease from Pfanstiehl to

Finer there is

club will be the "promotionof amateur
List of lettersremaining In the post- rowing and physical culture, and to foster leges at Macatawa Park, refused to allow
the railroad steamboat to make a landing,
Apple*, 40, 50c; Beans, |1.25; Butter, 14c; Begs office at Holland, Mich., July 22nd, 1886: social privileges.”We hope that the en14c; Honey, 18c; Onions, 80c; fcoutoes, new Sc!
K. H. Cook, Hiram Hoskings, A. Mathe- terprisingmen of Holland will encourage and the consequencewas that the Queen
Grain, Feed, Etc.
landed at the government breakwaterand
son, Karoline Herold, James Lewis.
the club in a good and substantialmanner.
(WHOLBSALB.)
forced her passengers to walk half a mile
Wm. Verbrkk, P. M.
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. JUoch.)
through the hot sun and sand to the Park
The Vindicator Fanning Mill Factory.
Backwheat, 40c; Bran, « 100 lbs., 70c; Barley
Mr. P, Melleason and daughter, of
V cwi,$i. 10, Clover seed, y bn.|5.40; Corn Meal
Hotel, which cansed the railroad officials
EftCWci Corn, shelled,new’flS; Flon" Kankakee, Hi., are in the city the guests of The time has arrived and the City of to set up a. terrible howl about the treatEgR^1?5;-i!oney’
16c; 0nlon•• wc;
new
60 to

railroad company on the other

farther advanced in the battle, nor have

_ __
i

_

_

_

_

_

_

i

_

_

_

_

_

_

_
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_

_
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__
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_
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_
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__

will not be until many people have starved aldsonville,La., for the murder respectto death.
ively of Benjamin Geredorff, white, and
The Bov. John Lokey quarreled with a Henry Smith, colored. The scene on the
man named McClellan over a divisionline scaffold gave an ideal negro hanging.

cm. MICHIGAN.
I

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.

West Fork, Ark., and Lokey and his When the
if they had
son Ephraim assaulted McClellan. The replied that he was going straight to glory.
latter defended himself with a knife,
Death had no terrors for him. He was perfatally stabbing both of his assailants.
fectly happy. These were no more trials
McClellan was arrested and released ou a or troubles where he was going. His
preliminary trial.
speech seemed to nerve him, and the nerA Chattanooga dispatch says the vousness he showed when approachingthe
trouble among the convicts in the Dade scaffold rapidly disappeared.Solomon

Tjos National Association of Commercial coal mines at Coal City, Ga., was ended by
Travelers held its annual convention at New the surrender of the mutineers and their
York. J. B. Trask, of St. Louis, was return to work. Two days’ thirst and starvation brought them around. This ends
elected President for the ensuing year.
one of the most remarkable strikeson recEdward C. Z. Judson, bettor known as ord, and what might have been the cause
“Ned Buntline,” died of heart disease, at of a serious difficulty and loss of life.

Stamford,

New

York, last week, aged G4.

He was bom in Philadelphia.His father,
who was a lawyer, tiled to make a lawyer
of the son, but at 11 years of ago he ran
away after receivinga floggingand shipped
as cabin-boy in a vessel that sailed
around the Horn. The next year be
entered the navy as an apprenticeon
board

a

•man-of-war, and a year later, when

was commissioneda midshipman by President Van lluren for meritori13 years old,

ous conduct in rescuing the crew of a boat
run down by a Fulton ferryboat on East
Biver. Young Judson was assigned to the

Levant

-

Other midshipmen refused to
mess with him because ho had been a common sailor before the mast, and while on
tbe way to join the Gulf squadron he
fought seven of them, one after another,
in Florida, New Orleans, and Havana, escaping without a scratch himself,but marking four of his antagonistsfor life. From

Potts being the Secretary of the Civil -Service Beform Associationof New York.
Tbe charges were preferred and a demand
made that Mr. Smith be ordered to halt in
his manner of conductinghis business in
the Treasury.Mr. Clevelandwas in a predicament. Smith was Samuel J. Tilden’s
friend. He tried to patch it up with the
tuinc under the pseudonym of “Ned Assistant Secretary, but to his surprise
Buntline” in 1838, when ho was in Smith said he would resign before he would
his 15th year. This sketch brought notori- be dictated to. -This nettled Cleveland,
ety to the young writer and fighter, who sub- and be said ‘resign.’ ”
sequentlyreceived as high as $00,000 a
The Democrats of the First Congresyear for the product of his brain and pen. sional District of Indiana have nominated
For many years his annual income from
John M. McCulloughfor Congress. The
Itory-writingwas $20,000. He once earned $12,500 in sir weeks, and at another Republicans of the Second Indiana Distime, under pressure,wrote a book of trict nominated Rev. M. S. Ragdale for
610 jmges in sixty- two hours, scarcely Congress. George T. Barnes was unanisleeping or eating during that time. He mously renominated for Congress by the
did not know exactly how many stories he DemocraticConvention of the Tenth Georhad written, but estimated them at between gia District. The Democrats of the Fifth
300 and 400, each long enough for a book. Iowa Districthave renominatedHon. Ben

T. Frederickfor Congress. The DemoChief Clerk in the
cratic CongressionalConvention of tbe
Pension Office (it Pittsburgh,has embezzled Fourth Mississippi DistrictrenominatedT.
from $15,000 to $20,000 and fled to Canada. C. Catchings by acclamation.
He was a leader in the Murphy temperance
The Republicansof the Sixth Kansas
movement and Young Men’s Christian As- District nominated E. J. Turner, of Sherisociation. .. .The Now York Agricultural
dan County, Secretary of the State Board
Terra Oottn Company’s works in Havens of
Railroad Commissioners, to succeed
wood, N. Y., were damaged $60,000 or
Congressman Handback, on the hundred
$70,000 by fire.
and ninetieth ballot ____ Warren County,
Mississippi, includingVicksburg,gave a
majority of three thousand against proFond du Lao (Wis.)- special: “Gentle- hibition.
men who have resided in this county since

Samuel K. Gat,

THE WEST.

WASIUJWTOft.

1848 say that they have never before known

Tbe

lost two

weeks of

the

The total values of the exports of domestic breadstuffs is given as follows:
June, 1886, $13,702,993; June, 1885,
$9,024,530;six months ended June 30,
1886, $69,861,566; same period 1885, $76,751,324; twelve months ended June 30,
1886, $122,800,379;same period 1885, $156,-

engagement of 451,831.

Mr. Palmer’s fine dramatic company at McVickor'sTheater, Chicago, will be devoted
to the long-promisedplay, “Jim the Penman,” which has had such a long run in
London, where it was bought out. Sir
Charles Young, the author, is well acquainted in America and is a great admirer
of this country. He is the author of several plays. The cast for the representutious at McYicker’sincludes the strongest
meirfberaof the Palmer company— Messrs.
Davidga, Kolcey, Le Moyne, and Holland,
and Misses Hill and Harrison.
A. B. Thompson, the absconding bank
cashier of St. Louis, left a letter stating
that ho had been ruined by speculationand
used the bank's money to carry himself
along until discovered.He wa* recently
seen on a steamboat in Canadian waters bv
a party of throe acquaintances____ The St.
Louis Grand Jury returned indictments
against six members of the City Council
for drunkenness and bribery in connec-

There is some talk in Washington about
Congress being adjourned by President
Cleveland. The power of the Executive to
adjourn both honses of Congresshas never
been exercised, and many men in public
life have forgotten or are unaware of its
existence. Among the powers of the President specifiedin article 2, section3, of the
Constitution,is the following: “And in case
of disagreement between them with respect
to the time of adjournment, he may adjourn
them to such time as he shall think proper.”

INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
More

than half the men in the stone

quarries at Lemout, HI., went on strike be-

cause some unmarried ones were asked to
accept a reduction of wages. . .Three thousand tanners are ou a strike at Peabody
and Salem, Mass.

Eighty plantation negroes imported to
Grape
Creek, 111., to work in the coal
tion with the electric railway bill.
Two of them— Pishou and Adams— mines, have been sent bock South by the

were arrested and put under bonds
of $1,500 each ____ A murderer named
Bill Ilaley was taken from the jail at
Paulding, Ohio, by a masked mob of one
hundred men, and hanged to a tree. Haley
was a desperado,who some time ago got
into an altercation with tyatthew Crosby at
Batty, Ohio, and killed

him. On

hearing

the nows Mrs. Crosby died in hysterics.
The people threatened to lynch Haley at
the tune, but ho was taken out of the county ____

The severe drought still

cou-

twues over nearly the whole of
the Indian Territoiy', and prairie
fires aro burning in every direc-

labor unions at Danville. Under a decision
of the VermilionCountv Court as to the
coal company’sleases, all the white strikers
and their families have been evicted, and
are improvising shanties and sod houses in
the woods ____ T. V. Powderly addressed
the Eastern associationof green bottle-glass
blowers at AtlanticCity, and they voted by
42 to 26 to join the Knights of Labor.

Trouble

is

anticipatedamong the min-

and Ohio Rond. The
Hon. W. L. Scott has a few men at' work

ers ou the Baltimore

at the reduced price, who have signed his
iron-clad agreement ____ At Pittsburghthe
tion. The range is rapidly being ruined, green bottle blowers’ conventionadopted
and murrain has broken out among the cat- last year’s scale of prices.
tle and many are dying — The first money
received by the Cherokeesfrom the cattle-

GENERAL.

men

for grazing privileges is now being
distributea at Tanlequah.It amounts to
$300,000, each full-blood receiving $15.95.
A claim for a share is made by colored residents, and the Delaware and Shawnee Indians ____ A fire in Knapp, Stout A Co.’s
lumber-yards, in 8t. Louis, destroyed

propertyvalued at about $501), 000. The
insurance is estimated at $275,000.

THE SOL

M il.

Weathebfobd, Texas, dispatch: The
following telegram has been sent to Hon.

ecstasiesover the idea that he was going to

Three reports from the Senate Committee on
morning of April 26, and causing the death
of two persons. The affair has caused Privileges and Electionsupon the Payne ease
great excitement among the Knights at were submittedto the Senate on the 15th Inst.
The report signed by Senators Pugh. Sanlsbury,
Kansas City.
Vance, and Eastis, the Demoeratio members 01
The Boston Journal of Commerce is re- the committee,sets forth at length the public
sponsiblefor the statement that a firm in history of the case, recognizes the transcendent
importance of throwing around the Senate of
Chicago is building a machine that is ex- the United States the highest safeguards
against seating a member whose title was propected to roll out a chaiu from a solid iron cured by bribery, fraud, and oorruption, and
describesthe processes by which the signers
bar without the necessityof welding a sin-

reach the conclusion that there is no ground for
further proceedingsagainst Mr. Payne. The report says the committee’sfirst act was to comply fairly with the first request of the Ohio
House of Representatives
to make an examination of the testimonytaken by the select committee at Columbus. Upon this testimony Mr.
Hoar made a report to the committee that, after
careful reading, no evidence, opinion or statement whatever was found personallyinculpating Mr. Payne in any way with the corrupt
use of money in connection with his election. Neither did snoh examination show that
enough had been found to justify the charge
that the election was procured by the corrupt
use of money. This report asks that the committee bo discharged from further consideration of tho subject aud that it be indefinitely
postponed. Senators Teller, Evarts, and Logan
unite in a report iu which, after recitingthe
circumstancessurroundingthe Senatorial election iu Ohio In 1884, it is said that no action
was taken
the State Legislature
which elected Senator Payne calling in
question the validityof his election, but
that the new Legislatureiu January of tho
present year had adopted tno resolutionunder
which tho investigation of Donovan’s charges
hod been made. Tbe Senate committeebad
found it proper to accept tho presentation of tbe
case set out in tho majority and minority rejKJrts of the select committee of the Ohio House
of Representatives.Tbe only constitutional
warrant for an investigation in a cose like tnat
which he says:
effort to effect an additional loan has not
presentedis in the clanso making each house of
The feeling 1h increasingin political circles Congress tho judge of the qualifications of its
only been unsuccessful, but 1ms brought
here that the Tones will try to remain in office
out the fact that $20,1)00,000of the old by the Bupi*ortof the Irish vote in Parliament. own members, and the clause conferring
tho right of expulsion. The signers of the reloan still remains untaken. Predictions of There are numerous indicaticusthat the atl>ort do not find that a case has been presenttempt
will
be
made.
This
can
bo
done
in
many
the result are in order, but they can scarcely
ed that would affect Mr. Payne with such turways
without at first compromising the loaders
pitude as would tolerate his expulsionfrom tho
fail to include a rough shaking up of the
of the Tory party, should that be desired. It is
money market in France, which may bo probable that the matter will be approached in Senate,nor that testimonyis accessiblethat
touches tho subject of the personal inculpation
very disastrous.The loss of so much such a way as to leave the door open to retreat of Mr. Payne. They therefore turn their attenmoney as has already been sunk in the in the event of failure, and enable tbe llrst Lord of tion to the question of the validity of his electhe Treasury to deny all knowledge of anything tion to tho Senate. The report holds that tho
“enterprise,”with general dullness existing
of the sort. The indications are tha£ evidencein such a case must show that tho
in trade, and a partial failure of the wheat part of the price ollerod for Irish supportwill
fraud which it alleged was committed emcrop, which will render it neces- oe an Irish laud bill acceptableto the national- braced enough in number of tho voting electors
ists.
Mr.
Parnell
has
already
stated
that
the
sary to import some 90,000,000bushels
to have changed the result The testimony
landlords of Ireland will never again have such
presented by the Ohio House of Representfrom foreign counlries,may well be regardterms as Gladstoneoffered them, and the Na- atives shows tbe number of members i of
ed as constituting a real calamityto the tionalistswere willing at the time to indorse.
tbe General Assembly that have been brought
French people ____ The revolutionary move- It is difficult,therefore, to see what induce- into inculpationand the weight of evidence
ment in the State of Tanmulipas, Mexico, ments the Tories can offer the Nationalists in against him. Senators Hoar aud Frye in a
connectionwith land purchase that will not at
separate report state that they cannot concur
is reported steaddy increasing. Desperathe sumo time rend their own party in twain
with the views expressedbv the other members
does on both sides of the Rio Grande are aud alienate the Liberal-Unionists.
Difficultas
of the committqe, and say they think a case is
flocking to the insurgents’ support, aud the task will be, there is good reason to suppresentedin which it is the duty of the Senate
pose
that
such
a
bill is to be prepared,and that
to permit the petitionersto present their
raucheros and stockmen are driving their
the Irish will have the choice of rejecting it and
evidence and to authorizethe issue of proper
cattle into Texas. Serious trouble is imremaining in opposition,or accepting it and
process to aid in procuring the attendanceof
minent.
keeping the Tories in office against all comers. witnesses. The Senate is the only court which
can have jurisdiction of the question. The report concludeswith a resolutiondirectingan
FOREIGN!.
The oleomargarine bill wa* the subject of a
investigation&f the charges, and with a
Another member of the Bright family, long and warm discussion in the Senate ou July recommendation that it be adopted.
19, Messrs. Miller, Edmunds, and Van Wyck adThe amendment to the river and harbor bill
W. S. MacLaren, has been elected as a
vocating, and Messrs.Vance, Vest, and Ingalls
increasing the appropriation for improving the
Gladstouian from one of the Cheshire disopposing the measure. In tbe course of the deharbor at Chicago from 375,000to 1150,000 was
tricts. He has described his uncle’s grand bate. Mr. Ingalls replied to some remarks by
rejectedby the Senate on the 16th Inst., as also
Mr. Miller, saying that his (Miller's^humor was
committeeplan for Irish measures as “one very much like the attempt of a hippopotamus the amendment Increasingthe appropriation
of the miserablecompeting schemes from to dance on a slack rope. [Lauguter.)The for the MissouriRiver from $375,000 to $500,000.
from New York had seen fft to An amendment swelling the appropriationfor
Birmingham.” Mr. Bright’s son told the Senator
present him (Ingalls) as a country pedvoters of Stoke-upon-Trent before they dler, dealing in bogus jewelry aud ‘elix- the Mississippi River, from the passes to Cairo,
elected him that he felt humiliated irs of life." In reply he wished to say from $1,687,500 to $2,250,000was tabled. The
amendment reducing all appropriations
in the
at seeing his father going into the that he had never stood before the Senate ad- bill 25 per cent, was then agreed to and the measa measure in which he hod the stronglobby against Gladstone ____ vocating
ure put on its final passage and adopted. The Senest personal interest— as the Senatorfrom Now
The Radical papers are now industriously York had done. That Senator was in the dairy ate also passed the naval appropriation bill. In
quoting Mr. Bright’s home-rule speeches businoss. Ho hod udairvfarm aud a herd of the House of Representativesan effort to pass
the pension bill of Elizabeth Luce over the
against him. They wish to know whether dairy cattle,putting its produce on the market
Presidentialveto was lost by u vote of 116 yeas
as the productof Oak Hill or Oak Leaf creamthe author of the expression, “force is no ery. And he used the whole power of his official
to l.(4 nays. Similar action was taken ou tbe
measure pensioning Catherine McCarthy, the
remedy,” will now vote for coercion. . ,The stationas Senator and as chairman of a combeing yeas 122, nays 97, but iu the
Duke d’Aumale and Duke de Chartres,with mittee to get the measure away from the com- vote
case of Joseph Romiser the bill was
mittee to which it belonged and referr-‘d to bis
a suite of fifteen persons, have arrived at
passed
over tho veto— veas 175, nays 38.
own committee, and ho stood on the Hoor of
Brussels ---- Queen Victoria will visit the
Quite a sensation was created in tho House by
the Senate day after day advocating a
Edinburgh Exhibition,August 18 ____ An measure which was to increasedirect- a personal encounter between Messrs. Cobb
(Dem.) of Indiana,and Laird (Rep.) of Nebrasly the profits of his own product. ka,
English company will establish a royal bank
growing out of tho charges made by tho
A
more
shameful
spectacle
hod
never
been
prein Madagascar,with a capital of £2,000,000.
form or on the floor of the House, to the effect
sented to the American people than had been
the Nebraska member had been concerned
The London Times, commentingupon presented in regard to this measure. In the that
in a laud ring. Mr. Laird mode un attack upon
other house it had been under the leadership of
the Tory victory, argues that there is a sintho Public Lands Committee, of which Mr.
the chainnau of a committee who was himself
Cobb is chairman.The latter undertook to
gular lack of personal weight among the engaged in the dairy business ; and in this body defend the committoo, and iu tho course of his
that gentleman was reinforced by tbe Chairman
Conservativeleaders,, and this necessitates of the Committee on Agriculture(Mr. Miller), remarks charged tho Nebraska member with
having been a member of a land ring, who rea Conservative-Liberal
Unionist coalition. who was engaged In the same business, and
torted by calling tbe gentleman from In“The Conservative party,” adds The Times, who was to profit by the legislation.Mr. diana
liar. Mr. Cobb declared that
Miller, apparently laboring under great ex“will be less strong than it was hoped it
Mr. Laird did not dare to come outside aud
citement, rose to reply.
denied
would be. Whether Lord Harrington having referredto the Senator's (Ingall's) repeat his language. Mr. Laird is said to have
replied that the gentleman could not get oat
joins the Government or not, the Gov- callingin early life, and went on to say that
1 soon enough for him. With this tho pair started
ernment will be compelled to take whether this bill became a law or not it would . through the lobby into the basement. Some one
him into its counsels and ask his assent not add one farthing to any profit which ho called Mr. Paysou'sattention to their exit, with
could possibly receive. The House of Repre- the statement that they were going outside to
to its measures; it must, in fact, adopt his
sentatives, after adoptingan amendment profight it out. Theronpon Mr. Payson hurried
proposalsand accept his terms. Surely viding that the guns, projectiles, etc., pur- through the doorway, and coming up with
the only satisfactorymethod is for the chased shall be of American manufacture, tho would-be combatants on the stairway
passed the fortificationsappropriationbill. Mr.
caught Mr. Cobb by the collar and remonLiberal Unionists to become part aud parMorrison offered a concurrentresolution for the
strated with him fol pursuing so boyish
cel of the Government.The formation of
final adjournment of Congress on Julv '28, aud
and foolish a course. He succeeded in getting
such a coalition, however, would in no it was referred to the Committoo ou Ways aud
Mr. Cobb to retrace ids steps so far as the west
Means.
sense mean the permanent obliterationof
door of tho lobby, Mr. Laird following, when
tho controversy broke out afresh. Recurringto
party lines or that Lord Harrington bad
tho charges Air. Cobb bad made against him in
become a Ton*.” The London Daily News
THE MARKETS.
a speech several weeks ago, Mr. Laird angrily
says: “The Liberals hold the position covdeclared that ho (Mr. Cobb) was a “
liar.''
eted by the Paruellites. They are the arMr.
Cobb rejoinedthat Mr. Laird was "a
NEW YORK.
perjurer,"
but
the
words
hod
hardbiters of the fate of governments. Lord Beeves .....................
ly passed his lips before Mr. Laird struck
Harrington will keep an independent atti- Hogs ........................
& 5.75
him a heavy blow ou the mouth and nose. A
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 89 $ .91
tude.”
stream of blood trickled down Mr. Cobb’s face,
- No. 2 Bed .........
....... 88 & .88).
and ho was thrown backward againsttho doorA duel between Gen. Boulanger,Min- Corn— No. 2 .................
.48
way. A crowd wbicli had collected Interposed
OATs-White ................
(3 .45
ister of War, and Baron de Lareinty, arisat this juncture and the combatants separated,
Pork— New Mess ................ 11.25
Mr. Laird taking his scat in tbe House and Mr.
ing from the remarks of the Baron in the
CHICAGO.
Cobb reclining in an easy chair in the lobby,
BEEVES-Choicoto Prime Steers 5.00 @ 5.50
where he was surrounded by friends.There
French Senate relative to the expulsion of
Good Shipping ......... 4.50 (S 5.00
wa< every reason to believe that, if intorforonce
the Due d’Anmale,was fought in a forest
Common ............... 3.50 ($ 4.00
had not come in tho shape of Mr. Paynear Meudon, five miles west of Paris. Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 4.75 {J, 5.25
son, who Bought to i>our oil on the
Floor—
Extra
Spring
............
4.25
(4
4.75
When the command to fire was given, Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 80 (4 .80'$ troubled waters,
sanguinary personal
combat would have resulted . Both of the memBaron de Lareinty shot at Gen. Boulanger. Corn-No.2 ....................... 37)24 .38*2
bers concerned are of powerful physique,and
The latter coolly awaited the result of the Oats No. 2 ....................... ‘>9 t4 .30
bear the reputation of men ready at all times
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 10 (4 .17
shot without firing himself. Finding himto defend themselves in a fitting manner. Mr.
Fine
Dairy.
. .......... 12 (4 .13
self uutouched by his opponent’s Pullet,
Cobb stands six foot and over in bis shoes and
Cheese — Full Cream, Cheddar. . .07 4 .07>2
is of proj)ortionatobreadth, but is somewhatat
Gepeml Boulanger raised his own pistol,
Full Cream, new ....... 08 <4 .08*,,
u disadvantageon tho score of ago, being in the
and tired into the air. The combatants Egos— Fresh ...................... H 4 .12 *
jiei»hl)orhood of fifty-eightor sixty years old.
then left the field ..... The net polling in Potatoes— New, per brl ......... 1.75 <4 2.25
Mr. Laird is but thirty-seven years of age, with
Pore—
Mess
......................
3.50
4 10.00
u girth of chest that would ornament an athlete,
the British Parliamentary elections up to
MILWAUKEE.
and u fiery, impetuous temper.
the 19th iust., with seven boroughsto hear
Wheat— Cash .................... 77 4 .78
from, showed 1,386,983 anti- Gladstouian, Corn-No. 3 ....................... 36 14
The Committee on Indian Affairs made a reOats-No. 2 ...............
33 (4 .34
and 1,296,853 Gladstouian votes. The Toport to the Senate, on the 17th Inst, recomRye -No. 1 ........................ ci (4 .63
ries had elected 317 candidates, aud the
mending tho passageover the President’s veto of
Pork-Moss ....... ............ 9.50 (410.00
Liberals 187, showing a majority of 122
the hill granting railroads right-of-way through
TOLEDO.
against Mr. Gladstone on his Irish policy. Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 80 & .82
the Indian reservationin Northern Montana.
Mr. Blair, from tho Committee on Pensions,
The Conservativesore openly professing Corn-No. 2 ....................... 39 (g 40
submitted a report adopting as the report of the
Oats-No. 2 ....................... 28 4 ’.30
their readiness to assume the Government
majority
of the committeethe report before
8T. LOUIS.
without the assistance of Lord Har- Wheat— No. 2 Rod ...............77 (4 .77 u submitted on the message of the President
(4 jjjj
vetoing the bill granting
pension
rington,says a London dispatch. Lord Sal- CoRN-Mixed .....................
Oats— Mixed ......................
(4 .33
to Mary J. Nottage, and which was
isbury, while accepting Lord HartiugPork— Now Mess ...........
10.SO (4ILOO
recommittod by the Senate. The retou’s rejection of coalition ns final, has
port was adopted by a strictlyparty vote. SenCINCINNATI.
not abandoned his efforts to bring about a Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............
,73
ators Whitthorno,Camden, ana Wilson of Maryland, submitted a minorityreport, defending
joint ministry. He has turned his attenOats-No. 2 ....................... 32)64 .33.*6 the President’s action in the matter. Tne Sen- 1
tion to the other unionist leaders,and has
Pork— Mess ......................
10.05 410.75
ate decidedto considerthe oleomargarinebill,
made overtures to the Duke of Argyll, Sir Live Hoos ......... ............. 4.50 ^ 3i00
and then refused to refer it to tho Finance ComHenry James, Mr. Goschen, the Marquis
mittee. Tho House of Representatives,
in conDETROIT.
sidering the fortificationappropriationbill, reof Lome, and others. Sir Henry James Beep Cattle ....................4.50 (4 5.25
jected an amendment to increase the item for
“°®8 .............................4.25 (4 5.25
still adheres closely to Lord Hartington,

He

by

.

one of the best shots in the United States.
During the rebellion he served as a chief
• of scouts, and has since then borne the
title of Colonel. Judson was widely
known ns a writer of wild tales of adventure. His first story, “The Captain’s Pig,’
was published in the KnickerbockerMnq-

drought. Of late years marked
attention has been paid to stock-raising
and dairying in Fond du Lac, and these
branches of farm industry have especially
suffered, because of the devastationwrought
ih pastures and the shortage of the hay
crop.”

was far more deliriously religiousover his
approaching execution,and went into

Kan., charged with wreckinga train on the

heaven— going to sleep to wake in his
Father's mansion. He and God were no
longer strangers, he said, but friends. gle link. The bar is to be passed through
became so excited finally that a set of four rollers which squeeze it into
ho broke into loud shouts that could be a series of links forming a perfect chain.
Fort Worth, Texas, has been celebrat- heard far outside of the jail, and the
The principleis in some respects the same
ing the tenth anniversary of the advent of Sheriff finally found it necessary to stop as that already employed m obtaining a
his shouting ____ George Harrison, colored,
railroads, when the city had less than one
chain by casting, but with a great advantage
was hanged at Shreveport, La., for the
thousand population. There are now eight murder of George Allen. The prisoner over the product of that process in point of
roads, and it is claimed that the citizens was cool and self-possessedto the last, and tenacity ____ A Canadian coach was robbed
by six masked men twenty-five miles south
number thirty thousand.
acknowledged the murder. He said he
of Humboldt Station,N. W. T., tbe highwas ready aud willingto die, as ho believed
waymen abstracting $20,000 from the mail
POLITICAL.
he would at once enter heaven .... bugs
and, it is alleged, killing the driver.
James Dacey, a Chicago murderer, was
A Washington telegram says: “It is
The
Chicago Civil- Service League has
executed at Woodstock, 111., in presence of
now whisperedthat the real cause of the about two hundred persons. He was dead forwardedto Washington a complaint that
resignationof Assistant Secretary Smith, in twelve minutes from the time the drop all the members of the local board are Demof the Treasury Department,was his un- fell, aud his body was soon shipped to a ocrats, and that about three removals for
willingnessto be guided by President Chicago medical college ____ Dick Townpolitical reasons are made every two workCleveland in his civil-service views. It is send. a triple murderer, was hanged at
ing days in the Postotfico aud Custom
Valdosta,
Ga.
. .Jake Braswell was hanged
said that a delegation of civil-servicereformers from Boston and New York went by a mob at Flat Ford, Ga.. and a murder- House. Commissioner Oberly intends to
to Washington and preferred charges er was shot to death by lynchers at Frisco, recommend that one or more Republicans
be placed ou tfie board.
against him. The delegationconsisted Kansas.
Thomas Power O’Connor, M. 1\, sends
of Richard H. Dana, of Boston, and Silas
It is stated that the Panama Canal
Burt aud William Potts, of New York, Mr. schema has practically collapsed. The a cable dispatch to the Chicago Times, in

that time on ho had the reputationof being

so serious a

NATIONAL LAW-MAKERS.

Six men, members of the Executive
Board
of the local lodge of the Knights of
condemned were asked
anything to say, Rolland Labor, have been arrested at Wyandotte,

at

TK)LL\ND

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

James Bryce Killen

left

New

York

Ton-

.

a

He

--

--

-

i

a

..

the other day for Waterford,Ireland, taking swords belonging to General Thomas
Francis Meagher, a large picture of the
veteran, and two of the fiags carriedby the
Irish Brigade in the war of the rebellion,
to be presentedto the Young Ireland Society of Waterford— Meagher'snative' city.

There

were 189 failures reported in the

United States

153 the
week before, 185 in the second week of
July, 1885, and 211 in 1884. Canada had
11 this week, 12 last week, aud 14 last year.
The total number of failures in the United
States from Jan. 1 to date is 5,777, against
6,616 in 1885 (a decline this year of 839);
5,702 in 1884, 5,515 in 1883, and 3,872
in 1882
The Chicago Tribune says:
“An exchange gravely announces that the
latest comet is traveling through space at
tiffen(te of 968,000 miles per hour, which is
nearly 270 miles per second. The calculations of astronomers show that such a tremendous velocityis possible when a comet
is very close to the sun, but that it cannot
be long maintained. Only during a few
hours can anything like that rate of travel
last week, against

8. W. Lanbam, member of Congress, at
Washington: “The protracted drought in
Jack, Parker, and other counties north and
west has caused an almost total failure of
crops, and will produce great distress. It
threalens to depopulate the country t
Families are leaving by the hundred.
Use your efforts to obtain Government aid. Telegraph if we can do anything
further.” The above was signed by the
County Judge, Sheriff, aud other officers of
Jack County. This is the second appeal that has been made to Congress for
aid, while Gov. Ireland has been petitioned
to call an extra session of the Legislabe kept up.”
ture. The alarming extent of destitution
Sampson Holland and George Soloin the drought-stricken districts is not yet
fully realized in Texas, and it is feared it mon, both colored, were hanged in Don-

—

a

•

77

„

and shares his independent attitude ____
James Julior,who recently wrote an offer
of marriage to Queen Victoria, called
at Windsor Castle for his answer, and
was taken into custody. He was fonnd to
be crazy, and was sent to an asylum
The convention between European steelrail manufacturers will not be renewed.
.

Holland has already ordered

.

.
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may be returned,
imed. . .The marriage contract
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retentionby each of their private fortunes.

$3,500,000.

The Bsipce of Monaco and tlio
French Admiralty are perfecting a
scheme fpr determiningthe direction
and force of the Gulf stream by means
of numbered floats, which will be
launched at intervals with a request

.

EAST LIBERTY,

5.00 @5.50
from Krupp. . .The German CATiXK-Best ..........
£air--— ............... 125 4 4.75
Government is reported as ready to enter
Common... ............. 8.75 @125
into an extraditiontreaty with the United— f-Hoos ........... r. ....!!.’.’...’’*.'.’g.oo
4 5.50
States and England by which dynamiters Sheep ............. . . YiA—*
^ 1^0
ties of rails

armament to

that finders report the time and position of picking them up.

In Germany there are now eight
schools of forestry, where a training of
five years is necessaryfor students seeking government positions.France supports a s ngle school at Nancy.

after glass of water during the delivery
of his

he rises to speak, his. arms
look for a support, and
trembling

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

PIERCED BY BULLETS.

•MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

speeches in the reichstag.When

is

seem

whose

his hands,

—The

to

his ear, or the cross

_

killed one day creditedto the Papal Court is a funcrecentlynear Americus, Ga. It was tionary who representsthe political insomething like an eel, being four feet terests of four Central American Re-

A queer reptile was

Mr. and Mis. Search, an

—Til 3 office of gas inspector at Detroit

—The

manufactoryis talked of

—The

at

fresh negotiation was

touched it. It was about four or five concluded satisfactorily to the Mother
inches in circumference, and was de- Church, and the custom of giving a
void of fins of any kind, although it be-

new

longed to the water.

but how to do it perplexed the Papal

distinction required to be kept up,

a

—Bishop Patterson,who is now enjoying
European tour, writes that he will return

home by August 1.

—A

Mason

minister

has got

into hot

water bv deliveringa sermon in which he
denounced the wearing of corsets.

against Mount Pleasant people for cutting
valuable timber on Indian lands, and there
great excitement at Mount Pleasant.

—The

colored people of Yysilantiwill,

tivities.

—Thomas J. W. Iker h inged himself in
Ann Arbor. He was awaiting a

a cell at

requisitionfrom New. Mexico, being charged with committing murder at Socorro.

He

)

his foot, whcie it

though he

is

now

in his 9Cth year.

idler, having, probably,

own to look after,
has devised what he considersa new
method of deciphering the characterof
others. His theory is that temperament and disposition can be told by the
boot. Heavy-nailedboots, as a rule,
according to his theory, show a want
of scientificknowledge,and absence of
a knowledge of art; boots without soles
bespeak poets, dreamers, inventors,
and the modern Radical ; top-boots are
typical of stubbornness and habits of
thought; broad-toed boots, philosophers and worshipers of ease and comfort; slippers,a sluggish disposition;
and no boots at all, rampant vagabondism. This is all very pretty, but even
the inventor’s naive remark that “of
course the laws here laid down, will
no character of his

It is raid that of the six full Generals

appointed by the Confederate Congress

two survive. These are now

only

Joseph E. Johnston, now United States

Commissioner of Railways, and G. T.
Beauregard, Adjutant General of
Louisiana. Of the twenty Lieutenant
Generals appointed to the provincial
army, several are living. E. Kirby

Smith

is professor of mathematics in

the Universityof the South,
see;

in

Tennes-

James Longstrcet is keeping a

hotel down in Georgia, and

I).

H. Hill

was, until recently, President of the
Agricultural School, of the State of
Arkansas.

Recently Albert

an Indian,
was hanged at Alturas, Cal., for a murder committed about a year ago. He
made no confession while in the jail,
and said up to the last that he didn’t
know anything about it. He rather
seemed to like the idea of being hanged.
In conversationwith Rev. Griffiths he
said : “If I live I have to work hard to
make my living ; if I die I no work any
more.” He was engaged most of the
time during his confinementin playing
“solitaire,” and said when ho got on
the other side he would teach the game
over there. He ate a hearty dinner
Isaac,

just before being led to the gallows.

A

Georgia candidate must be

a

slipperyperson. A distinguished stump
orator in that State the other

day—

meaning the opposition candidate,as a
matter of course— said: "After a man
announces himself as a candidate for
office

J attach very

little

importance to

his verbal or written utterances and
declarations.Candidates have a strong
tendency to inquire the opinionswhich
you entertain upon certain subjects be-

express their own opinions.
Candidatesare inclined to place themfore they

selves in perfect accord with the pop-

whatever that idea may be,
that you can rarely ascertainthe
true sentiments and opinionsof any
man after he becomes a solicitous for
your aid and support. ”
ular idea,
so

The

who

Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot,
scandalized British aristocracy

some time ago by engaging in trade,
having put £20,000 into the cab business in London, has now added to his
commercial undertakingsby retailing
coal. The nobility in general are at
last beginning to make themselves useful. A number of younger sons of
noblemen fellow agricultural pursuits,
and have opened milk and butter shops

sometimes lead to error,” hardly covers
the large allowance that must be

made

made

broke off. Efforts were

to withdraw the bone with a pair of

forceps, but

it

was planted among the small

bones, and, as the spike
tempts to withdraw

it

is

serrated, all at-

were futile. II 8 suf-

ferings are intense.

—The IG-mouths-olddaughterof
Barues,

who

Graud Trunk

Chns.

lives near the Chicago aud
track, five

miles from Lan-

sing, wandered on the tvek the other day,

by a train and instantly
killed. Her body was lorn to pieces aud

and was struck

scatteredalong the track, thirty-twocars of
a

Lansing bound freight passing over the

child, tearing it so that only one hand was
found intact. The mother, who was in bed,
got up

the

and gathered up the fragments of

little one’s

body

after the train had

passed.

—It is now pretty definitely settled, says
a Washington letter, that ttio love-sick
Senator Jones, of Florida, will not return
to

Washington during the present session

he is
the purse and the
now ashamed to return,but that he will be
bootmaker in the matter. However,
there at the opeuing of the next session.
the theory is as good as many another
A Michigan Representutive, who has just
which has ns yet really made no great stir
of Congress. His friends say that

for the influence of

returned from Detroit, says that he is liv-

in the world.

ing in groatptyle at a hotel there, occupy-

The

iron tie has

become a

railroad building in
to

Europe. It

is said

be already in use on several thou-

ing the rooms that are usually given

to

Vanderbilt when

is

seen very

little,

he

is in the city. He

except

wbeu he makes an

most

in

favor occasional visit to the bar.

Germany, though wood is

a

little

sand miles of track. It
in

favorite in

is

Statu Crops.

For the July crop rej c-t the Secretary of
Spite has rectiv'.d returns from 7H0 cot res.
trifle more than in England. It is too
pondents, representing 022 townships. Five
early yet to present statisticsin regard hundred and twenty-seven of these returns
to relative cost, as the “life” of a tie are from 379 townships of th* soli them
four tiers of counties. The area of the
has not hail time to wear out. It is ac18N0 wheat crop, ns returned by supervisors
cepted, however, as a fact that the in the southern four tiers of counties, is
1,357,578uoreF, and in the northern counsteel tie does not rust, but it wears
otherwise,and requiresa more expen- ties 243,200 acres; total of 1,000,784acres.
Final corrections aud spring wheat sowsive ballast than the wooden tie does.
ings, which were not completed at the time
It is claimed that the metal tie is not a the assessment was taken, will probably
good investment if it cost more than add 25,000 acres, making the total area of
the 1880 w heat harvest 1,625,784acres. The
three times as much per mile of track aveiage per acre as estimated by supervisors
as the wooden one. It is scarcely prob- is thirteen aud sixty-eight hundredths bushable that the substitution will be ex- els, indicating a probable yield in the State
of 22,219,086 bushels. Wheat has evidently
tensively made in this country for many
been very badly injured by the Hessian fly.
years to come. In Mexico and the far The presence of the fly is repor ed by
West (not too far), wood is obtainable uinety-se\en corresr ondents in the first, or
south tier of counties; by sixty-nine coronly at a great distance,and the rela- respondents in the second tier; forty-four
tive cost of hauling the required in the third, and twenty- five in the fourth
weight is a strong argument against its tier. The county returns of Supervisors,
corrected,show the area of wheat
employment.But in the region that is partially
harvested in 1885 to have been 1,497,470
most thickly streaked with the iron rail acres, aud the yield 20,927,543 bushels.
wood is cheap enough at present Final correctionswill increasethis area bv
at least 35,000 acres, and yield by 700,000
to command the preference, especially
bushels, making the totals about 1,532,470
as preservativeprocesses offer an almost acres, and 30,027,543 bushels. Tire total
unlimited extent of duration. It may number of bushels of wheat reported mar-

cheaper theie and the metal costs a

to note the keted in June is 430,070; the number
of bushels in eleven months, from
cost at which the change from wood to
August to June, 14,044,903, or about
metal would be effected in the present forty-six per cent, of the crop of
railroad system of the United States. 1885. The number of bushels rebe interesting,however,

Be Paid in

Full

Speedily.

[Bt.

Another terr ible crime 'has been added to
the criminal record of Rock County, the
brutality of

which is scarcely equaled in

the historyof bio xly deeds, This city was

party of capitalistsare to expend

—Government suits have been begun

is

Will

Louis dispatch.]

[Janesville (Wis.) special.!

thrown into a terrible state of excitement
this morning over a horrible murder which
$5,000 in improvements ot Sebewaing, has just come to light.
Mr. Henry Search and his aged wife reHuron County, in order to make it attractsided two and one- half miles southwest of
ive as a summer resort.
the city on a farm. Mr. Search was 76

A

—

The CustomaryPromise that All Debts

Disappears.

Chamberlain, On application in the
—A. G. Brown, Jr./a militia lieutenant
emergency to Leo himself, the latter
of
Jackson, has disappearedwith $1,500
Adirondacks, rests his claim to fame said: “This time give him a snuff-box
company
funds. His friends claim that he
upon the alleged fact that he is the only with my portait.” The diplomatist acwent
to
Chicago
to witness the ball games
living man who remembers George cepted the golden gift, detached the porand
lost
the
money
in bets.
Washington. He was brought up in trait therefrom, and appeared at the
Concord, Mass., and while he was a next audience with it hanging from his
— A woman at Elkhart^ tud., has made
very small boy his father (who had neck. Another State negotiation un- applicationat the PostotficeDepartment in
been a Revolutionarysoldier) was expectedly arose, and when it was Washington to be appointed Postmistress
honored by a visit from our first Presi- solved again there came up the ques- at White Pigeon, on the ground that she
dent when the latter made his tour to tion of an honorarium. “This time,” once resided there years ago.
—While William Poupard, of Monroe,
Boston and its vicinity. Mr. Brown said Leo. "give him a marble statue,
says that the old hero spoke to him so and see if he will wear that around his was recently skinning a large catfish one of
the horns on the head of the fish penetrated
kindly that it made an impression neck.”

Now some

Money.

tons.

of Northville, in the

which remains fresh at ths present day,

Shot to Death.

Then Robs the House and

for tin present season, aggregate 518,929

had confessed his crime.

Thomas Brown,

with $40,000 of Depositors’

Escauaba, Tlie Murderer, an Alleged Farm-hand,

had four small publics, and who is already fairly
Emancipation Day. It is expected eight
reptile had pretty good- bedizened with the stars of almost
thousand people Will take part in the fessized teeth, and was ready to defend it- every order created by the Pontificate.
a

A Cashier of a St. Louis Bank Absconds

Living Near Janesville, Wh.,

Quincy.

iron ore shipments from

The

self, biting viciously at everythingthat Not long ago

Couple,

establishmentof a 'road-cart

on August 2, hold a rousing celebrationof

and one inch long, and

legs.

'

Aged

yields n salary of but ?3 a year.

which adorns his

A coitUESPONDi,. ^ of the Bee Jour- breast. He never speaks in a pathetic
nal writes that a brood of chickena manner— not even when dwelling on
were in the habit of frequentingthe his services, the Emperor, or the fathershed in which he kept his bees. The land. His speeches are rather in the
bees stung all the dark-coloredones to nature of “table-talks,” but are much
death, yet did not molest the light- more enjoyable in print than in the decolored chicks. Why the preference? livery. He frequentlyhalts, stammers,
and corrects himself. He has himself
Juneau, Alaska, where they have a
said : “I am no orator ; a good speaker
law which prohibits the sale of liquor
is rarely a good statesman. ” He shows
for all but “medicinal, mechanical,
his juridicial training in his frequent
scientific,and sacramental purposes,”
Latin quotations,and borrows many an
has twenty open saloons, and 400 galEnglish phrase from the language of
lons of whisky, manufactured from
the turf and field.
dough and chemicals, were seized recently. The saloons were not closed,
The present Pope is an old gentlehowever.
man with a keen sense of humor. Ac-

sale of liquor is to lie prohibited

at the titatc fair this year.

almost the only evidence

of his age, nervously pluck at his beard,

UNSAFE SAVINGS.

years old and his wife about 65. They
lived alone, and had in their employ a boy
about 16 years old.
Saturday,night the boy, who resides in
this city, went home for the first time
since he has been working for Search.
This morning he went to work as usual,
and on going out to the barn he found the
body of Mr. Search lying under one of the
cows, as if he had been in the act of milking when he fell. The boy thought he had
fallen in a fit, as he was subject to such
spells. He immediatelyran to the house,
some forty rods distant,to inform the old
lady. He called, but received no reply.
He opened the stairway door aud called,
but received no answer. He then looked
in the dining-room, and saw her dead body
lying on the floor.
He i formed one of the neighbors, and

Dr. Henry Palmer and Marshal Hogan
were soon at the scene of the tragedy. On
examination of the body of Mr. Search it
was found that he hud been shot in the
back of the neck. A 32-caliber ball was
found at the base of the brain. Mrs.
Search was evidently shot with the same
revolver, the ball entering just under the
right eye aud passing through the head.
Both shots must have produced almost
instant death. Mr. Semen was quite wellto-do, and it was generally known that he
kept his money in the house. The object
of the murderer was evidently money. The
bureau drawers were ransacked and money
taken, hut how much cannot be determined.
They failed to find $475 in gold. Sn«piciou rests upon a farm-hand named Ed-

ward W. Moore, who has hern employed
by farmers in the same neighborhood,and
ho suddenly disappeared, going to Chicago. Moore was paid off Friday. He bought
a revolver two weeks ago of the same-size
ball as those nsed in the murder.
w

BEECHER IN LONDON.
The First of Ills Kories of Lectures a Decided Success— His Heferenres to Conservatism Loudly Applauded.

The ProvidentSavings Bank of this city
has closed its doors and mode an assign-

Almond B. Thompson, the Cashier,
having absconded. Carlos 8. Greeley, a
ment,

heavy depositor,filed a petitionfor the ap-

pointment of a receiver over the bank,
alleging that Cashier Thompson had not

been at the bank

since the 12th; that a

partial examination of his books show a
deficit of over $40,000,

and that

it

is be-

lieved a fuller examination will swell the
V
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appointed W. H. Thompson, of the Commercial Bonk, receiverof the institution.
Until to-day no ontsider imagined for a
moment that the bonk was embarrassed,
aud no run was made upon it. The investigation of the books had been under way
since Tuesday morning. At noon to-day
the Directors decided to dose the doors. As
soon as this action became known throughout the city, large crowds of depositors
congregatedaround the bank, anxious to
know the nature of the embarrassment,
and callingupon some one to inform them.
No one answeredthe call, and the excitement increased until it became necessary to
call the police, who are now upon the scene
to quell any possible disturoaneo. Hie
largest number of depositors aro clerks
and poor men and women, so that the failure will not affect to any great extent the
commercialintereste of the city.
The President of the bank, J. S. Garland, has been absent from the city for
about six months and the cashier has assumed his duties as well as his own. The

bonk statementof yesterdayshows

total

of $1,168,829 and totalliabilities of
$985,782. The amount of the deposits is
$426,649. The directors of the bank say

assets

that they will not be able to roalico on their

apparent assets to their full extent
Thompson, the absconding cashier,is a
graduate of Harvard College, and since he
Has held his responsible position in this
city has been regarded as a man of sterling
integrity. He is President of the Harvard

Club of this city and of the Light
Cavalry,and a prominent Knight Templar. Ho announcedhis intention the

of last week of accompanying the Light Cavalry tp the State
Encampment at Bweet Springs; and it
was generally supposed that he was there.
Advices from that point, however, state
that he has never been near the camp, and
it is supposed that he has joined the army
of defaultersin Canada. No oanse for his
latter part

defalcationcan be assigned other than fast
living, for he has never been known to
Twenty-three years ago Mr. Beecher
speculate.
spoke at Exeter Hall. There was a lively
The amount of Cashier Thompson's bond
time, because he preached anti-shiveryto was $30,000. The bond was signed by Caran unsympathetic audience. Richard Cob- los 8. Greeley and the cashiers father, who
den shoox him by the hand when it was is a wealthy retired liquor-dealer. W. H.
Thompson, the receiver, says that the bank
over, and said that no man hud ever been
able to cow and subdue an English audi- has been carefullymanaged, and that few,
ence as Beecher had done. Thomas Scott if any, bad loans exist. It is ftls opinion
presidedat that meeting, a brown -bearded that the depositorswill be paid hi full.
Many of the stockholders say they are willman of 45.
To-night the same Thomas Scott, now ing to turn their stock into a fund with
City Chamberlainof London and a white- which to pay the depositors dollar for dolbearded man nearly 70, presided in the lar.
same hall. There was no lack of sympathy
in the audiencethat greeted Mr. Beecher
HINT.
this time, except in so far as some exception was taken by some white-neck-clothed
gentlemento his unorthodox characterizaPresident
tion of some generally accepted rcligous
Cleveland
Federal
beliefs. There was some little exception,
of a political character,which was drowned
Office-Holders.
by thunders of applause, when he intimated
that the Conservativeswere marked by
“dull, watery, and sluggish brains,but that They Must Respect Civil Service, and
God never made them to be the fathers of
Not Be Too Active in
progress.” He went on: “They were#very
useful as crags on the way down-hill * but
/
they have never been known to draw anything up hill.’’
The following executive order from the
It may have been an audience of Liberal
sympathies. At any rate it applauded President is sufficiently explicit to explain
every r Terence he made to the progress itself:
Exkcotive
I
that the United States had made under a
Wabhinoton,D. C., July 14, 1880. f
liberal democratic form of government,
To the Heads of Departments in the Hervice of
particularlywhen he said: “The common
the General Government:
I deem this a proper time to especially warn
schools and the church are the stomach of
America; and when a man goes in there, all subordinates m tee several departments
and all officeholderstinner the General Governwhether he Ik* a Dutchman or an Irishman, ment iitfuinht the use of their offioial positions
he is bound to come out an American. Yon in attempt# to controlpolitical movements in
are educatingsocietyfrom the top, we are their localities.
Officeholders are the agents of the people, not
educating it from the bottom. Wc are not
ttieir masters. Not only is their time and labor
departing from democratic government. due to the Government, but they should scrupuWe are endeavoring to educate 60,000,000of lously avoid. In their politicalaction, as wolf as
men in the way of conductinga govern- in the dischargeof their offioial duty, offending
by a display of obtrusive partisanshiptheir
ment.’’
neighborswho have relations with them as pubMore than 3,000 people paid to hear Mr. lic officials. They should also constantly rememBeecher, among them being several hunber fhat their party friends, from whom thev
dred clergymen. On the platform, among have receive 1 preferment,bavo not invested
others, were Canon Farrar, the Revs. th<-m with the power of arbitrarily managing
rolitlc&laffairs. They have no right as officeSimon, Parker, Gidding, and Haweis. be- holders to dictate the political action of their
sides a large American contingent.Hun- party associates, or to throttle freedom of acdreds crowded around after the lecture to tion within party linos by methods and practices which prevent every useful and justifiable
shake hands with Mr. Beecher and tell him
purpose of party organisation.The influence
that they had heard him twenty-three years
of Federaloffices should not be felt in the maago. The first English lecture of Beecher nipulations of political primary meetings and
nominating conventions. The use by these
was unquestionably a big success.
officials
their positions to compass their selection as delegates to political
conventions
is indecent and unfair, and
STARVING TO DEATH.
proper regard for the proprieties and requireTerrible HufTerinK Among the People of ments of official place will alno prevent their
assuming the active conduct of pollticnl camLabrador and XewtoumViiid.
paigns. Individual interest and activity in
political affairs are by no moans condemned.
[Bt. Johns (N. F.) telegram.)
Officeholders ore neither disfranchised
nor forA terrible state of want exists among the bidden the exerciseof political privileges,but
people all along the northern coast of this their privilegicsare not enlarged nor il their
duty to party increased to pernicious activityby
island and in Labrador. For 300 miles off olficeholdins.
A just discrimination in this regard between
from the coast the ice is firm, and its presthe. things a cltieen may properly do and the
ence keeps the temperatureconstantly at purposesfor which a public officeshould not be
the freezingpoint. From Cape Banld, used is easy in the light of a correctappreciaof the relation between the people and
Newfoundland, to Cape Mugford, on the tion
those intrustedwith officialplace and a conLabrador coast, there is one solid barrier siderationof the necessity under our form of
government of political action treo from, official
of ice. No fishing has been possible.The
fish-oil works are all idle, and the stored coercion. You ore requested to communicate
the snbstauceof these views to those for whoso
oil is being u*ed for fuel.
guidance they are intended . •
A large number of starvingfishermen
Ghovkr Cleveland.
[Cable dispatchfrom London.)

A TIMELY

A

Warning from
to

Politics.

Mansion,

of

ported marketed in the same mouths of
The Railroad Gazelle figures that not 1884-5 was 8,408,513, or thirty-three per
less than thirty-two pounds would bo cent, of the crop of 1884. For these months
required for each yard of rail if they in 1884-5, reports were received from about
thirty-sevenper cent, and in 1885-0 from
were used at the current rato of six- about forty-eightper cent, of the elevators
in London. Lords and dukes now dabteen for each thirty feet of track. But and mills in the southern four tiers of
ble openly in the Stock Exchange. A
even if so many less ties were used as counties.About 2,732,000 bushels of the
duchess resigned her place as lady-in1885 wheat crop is yet in farmers’ hands.
to take ten pounds additional to each
The condition of other crops compared
waiting to the Queen, some time ago,
yard it would amount to fifty tons per with the vitality and growth of an average from Indian Harbor and Kandwich Bay
to open a millineryshop because there
have just arrived to implore food from the
The output of the oil wells in Southern
mile, or a total of 8,000,000 tons for all year is for the Stnt§ as follows: Corn,
Government,
and assiTance for friends left California this year will reach 160,000 barwas more money in it, and the Earl of
ninety-two percent.; oats, eighty-five;barKenmare, chamberlain to her Majesty the railroads in the United States. One ley. eighty-eight; clover, meadows, and behind. Two of the men died here last rels. None of the wells are of any great
night short'y after their arrival. They had depth and none are heavy yieldew. Most
point has yet to be stated In favor of pastures, seventy-four; clover sowed this
the Queen, whose tenants cannot or
a terrible timi getting here, having crossed of them require to be pumped. At Pnenta,
the metal. Its value when “worn out” year, eighty-one per cent. The condition
the strait on floating ice.
Los Angeles County, the other day r a genwill not pay him any rent on his deeply
of corn compared with July 1, 1885, is one
With September ihs winter sets in, and uine “gusher” was struck at a depth of
encumbered estates about to estab- «> much a« to need a new one, would be hundred and thirteen. Seven per cent, of
the frost will not theft be out of the ground, about 500 feet.
lish a number of gif ahope in London, ‘''“•‘ greater Umn that of the wooden com planted failed to grow. Apples in the
from last winter. On account of the latesouthern
four
tiers
of
counties
promises
tie, which is generallyso badly disinninety-four per cent., and in the northern ness of the season no (rope have been
Contbary to the advice .of his physi- tegratedby the elements os to be worth
planted, and for several weeks the nnfortncounties eighty- dx per cent of an average
nate people have been living off of their
ciau, Prince Bismarck empties glass very little for fuel
crop.
domestic animals.
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ROGERS, Editor.

Hr*w{ OHvp Walln TrnmhlP; Pnlktnn. I nearnncc. especially from the,bay.. It has
John Johnson; Robinson, John Powell; 2b rooms lor guests, tne proprietor, »».
J. Scott, has contribu'edlargely towards
Spring Lake, Charles Stroebe; Tallmadge,
making the several Parks popular as a
James
Wheeler, C. A. Van Slyck; summer resort. A number of fine cotWright, George Lane, Chester Danforth; tages have been erected near the hotel
Zeelaud, Evert Von Spyker, Peter Van grounds.

H
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Notice to Teachers.

For Croup.

Special, Aug. 18th, at Zeeland.

For Neuralgia.

Special, Aug. 25. at Grand Haven.
For Rheumatism.

Duine.

Doctor Thomas’ EclectricOil.

“ Spent Firty Dollar#
ttm medicine,and got out in one week. For burns
P«mb‘rS:=,"N.

„

’

h
I

i

!

Colds.

cates.

The above resorts are all located about
Special, Sept. 21, at Coopersville.
six miles from Holland. They are
junction against his doing what last
Regular,
Oct. 29, at Grand Haven.
reached from there by boat. The steamer
Echoes from the Press Gang's Visit.
January ho attempted to accomplish, In
Each session will open promptlyat 9 a. m. The
Macatawa, owned and managed by Capt
Board request that all applicants be providedwith
violating of the rights of private property
Echoes continuedfrom last week’s issue: E. J. Harrington,Jr , makes four daily certlflcatesof good moral character. All grades
trips
between
Holland
and
the
resorts.
are requested to be prepared for examiuatiouIn
and personal freedom by force. The
BIO RAPIDS HERALD.
Carrying capacity of boat 500. Last school law. For second grade, in additionto
course of the C. «fc W. M. railroad, under
* * * In the evening, another and year 20,000 visited the Parks without a other branches, bookkeeping and philosophy will
required. «
Mr. Mulliken’s management, regarding larger steamer carried the party over single accident. The steam yacht Geo beFor
first grade. Algebra and English Literature.
Lake
Michigan
landing them at Macatawa
Only third grade certificateswill be granted at
P. Savidge makes half hourly trips besummer resort accommodations near HolPark. Here the night was passed as best
special sessions of the Board.
land is hardly less to his credit than was suited the party, a tew taking quarters at tween the various resorts and on Lake
By order of the County Board ol School ExMichigan.
aminers.
the midnight escopade at Newaygo. An Scott’s, the balance at the Park Hotel, a
i4-‘Jm. MRS. A. V. Weatuerwax. Sec’y.
CEDAR SPRINGS CLIPPER.
article from the Holland City News of beautifullylocated property kept by Jas.
Bro. "Col." Sellers gives a lengthy
Sale.
yesterday, published elsewhere, shows Ryder and wife, and the "Ottawa" Hotel,
a fine structure just built by the West account of the business meeting of the
Default having been made in the conditions of a
whal a high-handedand disreputable Michigan Park Association. At this lat- Association, and quotes extract from the certain mortgage from lede Gias to Edward J.
course under the Mulliken regime, the ter place a splendid collation was served, Big Rapids Herald published above, anc Harrington, dated September twenty-sixth, 1883,
recorded October twenty-fifth,1883, in Register's
C. & W. M. people have been pursuing re- while Squier’s Grand Rapids Orchestra winds up in this short but elegant manner Otllce. of Ottawa County, Michigan, liber 23 ol
furnished music, and a laree party "trip- about our city: "Holland City is
mortgages, page 40 (which mortgage was assigned
garding Mauatawa.—itonocraf.
ped the light fantastic" till four o’clock lovely and growing young city of 4,000 in- by said Edward J, Harrington by assignment
December eighteenth, 1883, to Charles StorThe latest phase of the Capt. Harring- in the morning. During the forenoon, habitants. It is having a great boom this dated
ing, said assignmentwas recordedon December
the
party
viewed
the
excellent
resorts
and
year, new blocks and fine residences go- twenty-fourth, 1883, in saldz/Register'sOffice, in
ton’s war against the C. & W. M. R. R.
attractionsof Macatawa, and sailed and ing up in every direction. Our thanks liber 20 of mortgages,page 562), which default
is the drying up of the cow which furwas by failure to pay Interest due on September
rowed to their hearts content.
for a fine drive over the city are due twenty-sixth, 1885, and said interesthaving since
nishes Joe Spires and "The Ottawa" with
At about 11 o’clock, the final business lleber Walsh, Esq., President of Macata- remainedunpaid and in arrear,said assignee heremtlk; It appears that some member of meeting of the Press Associationwas wa Park, and the owner of a fine resi- by declares the whole amount of said mortgage
due and payable; and upon which mortgagethere
Harrington’s family furnished the new held in a beautiful grove adjoining the dence, rollingmill, drug store, etc. The is claimed due at this date seven hundred and
people
here
are
enterprising
and
courteous.
twenty-twodollars, and also six dollars and sevhotel with milk, and just at supper time Park Hotel. On behalf of the people of
enty-twocents for taxes paid by said assignee,
Holland,the President of Hope College
Sunday evening landlord Spires was inand no suit or proceedings having been instituted
cordially welcomed the Association,and
at law to recover the same, notice is hereby given
formed that he could have no more milk in a few words gave his hearers considergutter
that on July twenty-eighth, 1886, at one o, clock in
the afternoon, said mortgagewill be foreclosed by
..from the Harrington cow. Joe was in able information about that section of the
.{Continuedfrom First Page.)

.

The Ottawa L’ouuty board ot ocuooi r.xttuii»eri«
will meet at the following named times and piacea
during the summer and lall of 1886, for the purpose of examiningapplicants for teacher'scertld-

-

y

"Cell“‘-" J“- Du'h,un’

Vol» Can Depend On

It.

Mortgage

out

Grand Rapids yesterday persumably looking for a covr.— Telegram-Herald.
Capt. Johnson’sreason for bringing the

"sluggers" from Grand Rapids to

this

"quiet littlevillage”is that he overheard
"threats to cut his lines

and burn

the

boat.”

To Rent.

Shfi Tekgram- Herald says: "About one

hundred persons were on the dock, some
forty of

whom

were roughs who threatened

to drive the Queen from

her

moorings.”

This appeared in an account of the pro

ceedings of Tuesday and is simply ridicu- days’ jaunt, but full of gratitudefor the
Excitement in Texas.
lous, In the Democrat'saccount of the many favors showered upon them. * * *
Holland
has ever been known as an old
Great extitement'basbeen caused in the
Tuesday action is: "A mob of roughs
fogy town, but there are many evidences vicinity of Paris, Tex., by the remarkable
gathered and made desperateefforts to that whatever it may have been in the
recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, who was so
drive the Queen from his dock.” From past, it is now pushing to the from. The helpless be could uot turn iu bed, or

what source do those papers get their

city is laid out

in*

formation?There were not twenty people
present at this time and

not a word was
would warrant

littered nor an action that

any such reports.
22.— The appearance of a U. 8. revenue cutter in the
waters of Black Lake yesterday brought
Capt. Harrington to his senses and the
warfare which he has waged against the
Queen of Lakes experienceda check. A

Holland, Mich., July

way was made through the blockade on
Fifth-st. dock to thejjsteamer Queen of
the Lakes and she has made her regular
trips today unmolested. Mr. Noble, of
Elk Rapids, one of the owners of the
'Queen, is expectedhere to take legal action against Harrington with the libeling
of his boat in view. The U. 8. Attorney
faas the matter in charge and the conflict
will soon be ended. The revenue cutter

brought boats and suppliesfor the new
life saving station at the foot of Black
Like.— Muskegon Chronicle.When such
fabrications as the above appear in outside papers is it any wonder that people
misjudge the whole question?

"Ned Hunter,”
was

the pacing horse, that

in training at our fair

grounds at Hol-

land this spring and summer, dropped
dead at

Muskegon a

short time ago, just

previous to going into a race. The

owner

loses $1,500 in horse flesh.— FenrmVk Dis-

patch.

The Holland City News suggests buttermilk as a very healthy and refreshing
beverage for the present tropical days,
and

as being largely used

of that city.
ficacy of

We

by the

ef-

that beverage to secure robust

bodies and clear, active brains. Let those

weak

in both try \i.—Cooj)ersvi]le Observer.

possesses thousands of beautiful shades.
The railroad and shipping facilities are
splendid, and manufacturing interests
quite extensive for a place of its size and
pretensions.It boasts of a fine Agricultural Society and grounds;its schools and
churches will compare with any; its Hope
College, of which Rev. Chas. Scott, D.
D., is President, is a great Institutionand
stands well to the front in educational
matters. A flouring mill, with a capacity
of 400 barrels per day, is one of its manufacturing industries, while it is said no
other place in Michigan tans more leather
than Holland.
Macatawa Is an Indian name, and means
"beautiful water." The resortsare many
and really fine. The West Michigan
Park Associationwas formed Jan. 2nd,
1880, by the following named gentlemen:
A. B. Watson, J. B- Mulliken, Don Leathers, J. K. V. Agnew, J. H. Carpenter,

Geo. N. Davis, M. W. Rose, Wm. A.
Smith, U. B. Rogers, and Wm. A. Gavett,
Subsequently the membership was increased to one hundred, principally of
Grand Rapids, and comprises some of the
best and most wealthy of her citizens. A
tract of eighty acres of land was purchased
and the Association incorporated with the
following officers: President, J. K. V.
Agnew; Secretary, Wm. A. Smith; Treasurer, M. W, Rose; Manager, Wm. A.
Gavett. May 24th woik was begun on
the new hotel, "The Ottawa," by John
Rowson Bros., contractors,and completed in thirty-fivedays. It is an imposing structure, 135 feet fronting on
Macatawa Bay and 100 feet on Lake
Michigan, and is in the form of a Greek
cross. The wings will be extended 200
feet as necessityrequires.

citizens

no longer doubt the

in squares, and

is

two

stories high with

• The

building

an observatory on

from which there
and bay and surrounding country. The Ottawa, besides
top 48 feet iu diameter
is a fine view of lake

spacious reception room, ladies’ parroom, etc,, has 42 rooms for
guests. A verandah 14 feet wide extend«
the entire length of two sides and on the
front of the hotel with a balcony over

raise bis bead; everybodysaid be was
dying of Consumption. A trial bottle of
Dr. King’s New Discovery was sent him.
Finding relief, be bought a large bottle
and a box of Dr. King’s Life Pills; by the
time he bad taken two boxes of Pills and
two bottles of the Discovery,he was well
and bad gained in flesh thirty-sixpounds.
Trial bottles of ibis Great Discovery for
Consumption free at Yates & Kane.

,

A.

Prepared
Paints

Assignee of Mortgage.

C. POST, Attorney.

,

Have secured

P.

STEKETEE h

CO.

have just received a

full

We guarantee our Ready Made Colors to
made of two-tbirds StrictlyPure While
Lead and one-third Best Selected Zinc

ANDR. RANTERS &
Holland, Mich., May 20, 1880.

of

Livery and Sale Stable,

MARKET

in Pure Linseed Oil, and ihe necessary colors to give them the desired tint
only.
If found to contain any adulteration,
the seller is authorized ’to return the
money to the purchaser.

White

STREET.

Granite

AND DOUGLAS.

Hacks for Weddings, Private

The Staunch and Fast Steamer

Parties and Receptions,

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.
The Best Livery in the

land City, Jacob O. Doeaburg; Holland,

tli

finely ihaded, the lawns green and atJohn Van Appledoorn; Jamestown, Hiram tractive. The hotel has' tn inviting ap-

/

‘

‘

SONS

Holland and Sangatnck.

which they

sell

either

single article or the

plete

City.

Will run between Holland and Saugatuck daily, except Sunday, connecting
there with boats for Chicago.
The time of leaving Douglas is 7.00 a.
m., Saugatuck 7.30. arriving in Holland
at 9.45 a. m. Leaving Holland at 5.30 p.
m., arriving in Saugatuck at 7.30, and
Douglas at 8.00 p. m.

com-

set.

GIVE ME A CALL!
A. C. VAN RAALTE.
Holland, Mich., April 1, 1880. 9 lyr.

THE STAR

CAPT. FRED MINIER,

by the

Fare,

Genuine

Antoine

50c. Round

Trip,, 75c.

made known
Captain.

on applica-

Freight Rates
tion to

17-tf.

-THE-

A Newspaper supportingthe

Principles
of a Democratic Administration,

Glassware.

PublishedIn the City of Mew York.

Army

WILLIAM DORSIIEIMEK,
Don’t

and

fail to call

C.

is

m Camp”

BLOM, JR’S.

SMOKE THEM

examine Goods.

!

Dissolution Notice.

PETER STEKETEE & CO.,
Pout’s New Block.
Holland, Mich., July 15, 188G.

24-2t.

Political,

W. J. Scott’s hotel and landing is on
the south side of the bay and opposite the
Weat Michigan Park. The grounds are

the celebrated

be

Van Raalte
—
—

Notice is hereby given that the copartnership
lately existing between Tyler Van Landegend
and John Kerkhof under the firm name of Van
Landegend & Kerkhof, was on the 16th day of
June, A. D. 1886, dissolved by mutuai consent.
All debts owlrg the said partnershipare to be
received by the said Tyler Van Landegend,and all
demands on the said partnership are to be presented to him for payment, as he Is authorizedto
settle all debts due to and by the said firm.
Dated at HollandCity this 16th day of June, A.
D. 1886.

TYLER VAN LANDEGEND,

Poetical, Humorous and
Editorial
Departments,all under the direction of trained
journalists of the highest ability. Its sixteen
pages will ho found crowded with good things
from beginning to end.
Original storiesby distinguished American and

JAN KERKHOF.

BILLY'S

TONSORIAL PARLORS
you can get a

A Good Clean Shaye*
A Scientific Haircut* or
Invigorating Shampoo*

foreign writersof fiction.

of the new station at

W. Buawell,George W. Miller; Grand Haven, Iiaac B. Lum; Hol-

agency for

1$

GUARANTEE

line of

C.

tion at Holland, and loft by the mid-night

Oily, Henry

Ibe

it

The local painters here claim it to be
the best they have ever used. Do
uot buy any other before you
have examined It.

Financial and Commercial,

unteer from St. Joseph not yet selected, pavilion for dancing, etc., 300 feet in cirthe old members each getting .a lift up- cumference, bathing houses and other
buildings. Also Government buildings,
ward and the new man beginning at the
life saving station aud lighthouse.Macabottom of the lift. Mr. Morton’s family tawa Park is owned by stockholders, ten
will remove to Holland as soon as arrange- in number, of whom nine reside in Holments are completed at the itation.— ifen- land, and one in Chicago. It was established for purpose of furnishing a summer
ton Harbor Palladium.
home for the people of Western Michigan.
Cottage sites leased at the nominal rent of
The following is the list of jurors drawn
$5 per year. No intoxicating liquors are
lor the August term of the Circuit Court: kept or aold upon the Park grounds. The
Allendale, Hiram Kuowlton, David Cole- hotel at the Park is under the manageman, Jr.; Blendon, Karl Ehlers, Peter ment of James Ryder, a moat genial landlord, while the excellent dinners for
Elepboar; Cheater, Alfred Fryback, John which it is famous, are prepared under
Gilbert; Crockery, W. C. Bond; George- the superintendence of
Ryder.
town, Waiter Bowmaater; Grand Haven Hates $2 per day, $ per week.

LffilS

Prepared Paints.

:

here will

!

Attractive.

FAMILY

Holland. The crew Michigan and Macatawa Bay. On the
latter are located a hotel containing 32
probably be filled by some vol- rooms for guests, 20 summer cottages, a

Worked Wonder*.

CHARLES STORING.

English Decorated

^uli’crtiscmcnts.

Proprietor

lor, dining

Macatawa Park consists of a tract of
250
acres of land situated In Allegan and
train to assume his new position in the
Ottawa counties upon Lake Michigan.
service. Ho has long been an efficient
200 acres of this tract covered with magmember of the serviceand has well earned nificent forests, remaining 50 acres inhis promotion to the position of Captain clude narrow peninsula between Lake

croup

Y.

fi.

its

take charge of the life-saving sta- intended.

for

Cin».en-! work,ed.won(ler' in our family."Al.
vah Pinckney, Lake .Nfxhopac.N.
*

THE WEEKLY STAR,

to

d,F Thi.ehouse “ ncver with*
’ Frank’ 177 TupPer

ground

$nc

The drunken piano tuner who has bung
Editor and Proprietor.
around Saugatuck for the last month,
verandah in front. The house baa been Daily, Sunday, and Weekly Editions.
turns out to be a forger and horse-thief.
furnished throughoutin an elegant manHe was arrested in Casco, last Wednes- ner and is complete in all its appointday, having in bis possessiona span of ments. The expenditure this season is
horses belonging to Nibbelink, the livery- about $20,000 on buildingsand grounds. A Sixteen-page Newspaper,issued
every Wednesday.
man of Holland. Wednesday it was Each member has one building lot for
cottages. Contracts for lourteen cottages
A clean, pure, bright aud interetding
learned that he had forged Ihe signature have already been let. The hotel will be
PAPER.
of one of the Saugatuck business men to under charge of Joseph Spires, for many
a note for a small amount. Ho has been years proprietorof the Cutler House,
It contains the latest news, down to the hour of
Grand Haven, a popular landlord and going
to press
taken to Holland where he must stand
genial gentleman. When the party arAgricultural;
triH.— Douglas Record.
rived, the hotel was not in shape, but
Market,
Capt. Gavett, with his usual business
Fashion,
Chas. Morton, of the St. Joseph Life
capacity, rushed things, and the ball was
Household.
Saving crew, received orders on Wednes- held, and refreshments served as at first
day

Y*.

„ Jy. d.au*f!,cr.w« very bad off on account of
a cold,and pain in her lungs. Dr, Thomat' Ec.
l‘C.trlC9^ curtd k,r f'tnty./our hours. One
of the boys was cured of sore throat. This medi-

of the mortgagedpremises at public auction
at the front door of the Ottawa County Court
House. Grand Haven, Michigan,to pay amount
due on said mortgage, with interest and foreclosure
costs,said premisesbeing the north half of the
north east quarterof Section twenty-three, in
Town six. north of Range sixteen west,’ in Ottawa
County. Michigan.
Dated April 29, 1886.

J.

n!

andHaide

sale

.

^aiM«an/ kM

10G

,

country. * * *
During July and August we will sell all
At noon, the citizen’s committee from
Holland took charge of the party, and a our Trimmed Hats at 50 cents on the dollar for cash, and all other Millinery Goods
few minutes later they were on board a
iteame^nVcr/riedip'ihe" bay tollob ' at 25 Per centdiscouai Will close every
land, where carriaBes were la waitieir. evening at 0 o’clock until September.
25-tf.
L. & S. Van den Berg.
conveyed to the City Hotel, a splendid
dinner was partaken of. and then carriages took the party all over the beautiFor Sale or
ful city, giving them an opportunityof
The
premises at preseut occupiedby W.
witnessing the fine shades and excellent
L.
Hopaios
on Eighth street, Hollnod, will
roads, and the modern buildings In course
of erection. In the evening, the party be for sale or to rent after September first.
boarded the cars, gave three cheers for For further informationapply to
Henry Koenigsberg.
their kind hosts, and were soon speeding
Holland, Mich., July 21, 1880.
to their several homes, tired by their four

°i!

Buffalo,

THE DAILY STAR,

at

any time.

AND CREAMERIES.

The Daily Star contains all the news of the day
in an attractiveform. Its special correspondence
HAIRDRESSING SPECIALTY.
by cable from London. Paris, Berlin,Vienna and
Dublin is n commendable feature.
Ladies hair cleaned and dressed In the latest
At Washington,Albany, and other news centers,
- fashion.

A

ablestcorrespondents, specially retailed by the
Tub Stao, furnish tbo latest news by telegraph.
Its literary featuresare unsurpassed.
The Financial and Market Reviewsarc unusually
full and complete.

GET
THE

the

Special terms and extraordinary inducemeats to agents and canvassers.
Send for circulars.

TERMS OP THK WISELY STAR

to Scbscribkrs, rail or fostaob in the United States
and Canada, outside the limits of Mew York City :
Ter year ......................................
$1 IS
Clubs of Ten ..................................
10 00
Cluba of Fifteen (and one extra to organizer)..15 00

'

TERMS OF THE DAILY STAR

ecniBEBs;
B'vry dayjor
Daily*wttlwut

one

TO

(landing Sunday).

71

E^day ili months'”

Address,

.**.

fiUB-

. 4
3

,

New York.

•

19.

FOR SALE

BEST.
!

BAUMGARTEL.

THE LEONARD

1885.

$1
13 "Weels-s
The

POLICE GAZETTE will be matledd

Clxanable, with Movable Flues, Solid Ash,
Carved and Ornament-

ed, Tripl* Walukd.
©and
Charcoal Fillkd
an
Metal Lined, making
Five Walls In all. Solid
Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great variety. For flunllles,grocers
and hnUla Prices low.
•

securcl
ly wrapped, to any address In the Unile'
States for three months on recslpt of

go

L'-

WATER
w.

Holland, Mich.. March

.$7 00

THE STAB,

10 an J ft North William 81,

FIRST-CLASS TOILET

ONE DOLLAR.
For Sale by

dlKonnt ahowed lo postmasters, agents

^Address aH onlen

RIO

j*.

lod

,r#i*

..

..

N,Y.

R.

Ranters & Sons

Holland, Mich., July 20, 1886.
The Common Connell met in regular session
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Present: Mayor McBride. Aid. Ter Vree, Harrington, Baojrs,De Merell, De Roo, Bertech, Kulte
and the Clerk.

Minutesof the
approved.

last

sis meetingswere read and

Aid. Steketee appeared ^during the readingof
the minutes and took his seat.

The following claims were presented : T. Keppel, 12 bbU of gasoline for street lamps, 374.62;

I'llV/M**

* VIV
V MV
VV/MUVlt rooms,
Telephone
Co., telephone
at council

810.00; H. S. Woodruff, building sidewalk, $1.50;
Holland City News, printing, $38.25; A.
”
Van
Raalte. livery to gravel pit, twice, «4.00; W. F.
Kelley, recording deed, etc., $1.81; I. Alcott,hauling hose cart to tannery Are. 81-00: A. Steketee,
paid fifteen poor orders. $37.60; Boot & Kramer,
paid one poor order, 33.00.— Allowed and warrants
ordered issued on the city treasurer for the moneys.

C

have obtained an engine out there to work
with. Shaver tried to hire one ol Ogden’s
best hands to go with him but failed in
the attempt. Sylvester Joscelyn has returned from the north. Wo heard some
one driving nails. Think he Is nailing in
the selves of his thresherand getting
ready “swing around the circle” as
usual. N. W. Ogden started his new
thresherand engine on the 20tb at S.
Johnston’s place, lie hus the best set of
threshers this season that there is in the
county. With the Birdsall engine and
J. I. Case Agitator Seperator they will
surelj^take the -‘cake.” He informs me
that he will start up his other threshing
machine next week with a good set of
hands. , Richard Smith will attpeh his
engine to it. The machine has been
repaired and improved at a considerable
cosf ..... Two of are neighbors are having

P. Koning,contractor for improving,grading,
and
id graveling West Twelfth Street petitioned. a w firm time over a field of rye; they both
that upon the completion of the grading work of seem to want it. One party has the grain
the two blocks between River and Maple
)T< streets
nearly harvested and the other party calthe same be accepted by the council and he be aldon’t know
lowed to proceed with the work of graveling the culates to haul it in.

"

We

same.— Request granted and the committee on
streetsand* bridgeswith the superintendentin
charge of the work authorizedto accept of the
grading work.

Only

35 Cents.

So confident are we mat Dr. Pete’s 85
cent Cough Cure will not disappointthe
most sanguine expectationsof a single
broken down consumptiveinvalid,that
we warrant It. Had we not the most perfect confidence in its virtues, we would
not think of offering it as we do. Sold bv

H. Walsh

&

Son.

I.

ALCOTT,
—Mover

of

—

AMERICAN—

—

INSTITUTE,
Muskegon, Mich,,

IT. S.

A

22-4t.

Estatteil 1880.

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 30 minutes bv Woolford s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other

This never fails. Sold bv Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. O ly

GENERAL DRAYING.

Et-Orgaiiifei 1885.

Incorporated 1886.
Capital Stock IBO.OOO.

D.
SWEET,
D. 1

good summer wood which
cheap. Orders may be left at the G. P. BOOTH. M.
.Meat Market of J. Kulte.
E.C.
C. J. LANE. M.
D. A. MCDONALD.
give
a
T

1 !™v.c a Quantity of
I will deliver

me

trial

M. D. j

And Medical Connell

r&iil -Roadsi.

of

6

MedicalDirector. •
Surgcon-ln-Chlef.

'

,

Naming

I ALCOTT.

Holland. Mich., May

& Narjuette MroiiL
’’Mackinaw Short Line”

The only Direct Route between the East and the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan.,

5

15.3m.

OO

S3.

Detroit,kldDic

_

13,18S6.

Physicians.

Eminent Physicians

v*

>5* i>

,L

Bays One Dozen

but that they could better quarrel over
58
TIKI TABLI.
EAST.
rye, especially if it was a manufactured
WEST,
Taking E fleet
BEAD
DOWN.
properly ..... Married:—
the 18th
BEAD CP.
Dec. 23, 1883.
A recess of five minutes was taken in order to inst., Mr. Edward Lunn to Mrs. Dora
MINERAL
?
B
allow the committee on -streetsand bridges to Hungerfordoras the French say: "TJtc
RANGE R. R
completetheir report regarding the purchase of a Widow de Grass.". . .Dempsy says that he
t7.15amLv.. Calumet.. A 10.00pm
gravel-pit. After recess the Committee on Streets
can knock Sullivan out in just two rounds.
-- AT6.03 “ .. ..Hancock....
aud Bridges reported as lollows:
49. 10am
He is in training at the present time aud
Gentlemen:— Your committee charged with inM.H.&G. R.R.
vestigation as to price of a gravel-bed (or the use expects to wear the belt soon.
ot the city would report that they have examined
Cornelius.
f ^8. 30am Lv Houghton A t7.30pm Sc?
the gravel-pitsof J. De Vries, G. J. Boone and
others but do not find any as desirableas those of
8.10 ’•
Graafschap.
5.20 “
John De Vries and G. J. Boone's. Mr. De Vries
rj*
fpni ..Ishpeming... 3.50 “
2 z
will sell the gravel on one acre eight feet In depth
103 Monroe St,1 Grand Rapids
It has not yet rained here. . .Mr. Henry
l*-‘»5 “ I . Negannee.
for $650.00 or on two acres for 81,250.00 aud take
3.38 “
“ lA MarquetteLv 3.00
bonds of the city bearing interest at six per cent Menken, our enterprisingwagon-maker
EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE IN THE CITY.
per annum, runningtwo or three years if desired. lias just fluished a fauning mill wagon for
D . M. & M.
No. 4.
No. 2
No. 1.
We find the gravel-bed to consist of about five feet
No. 3.
R. R
Werkraan, of Holland, and
in depth of clay gravel equal to that used on Ninth Lamoreux
street, the remaining three feet in depth is a is making a second one; Mr. Menken’s +7.<»am 1.40pm >Lv Marq’ttel
•2.05pm+5.30pm
8.?5 ••
SPECIAL RATES TO CLOBS. CLASSES, ETC,
coarser sand gravel.Mr. G. J. Boone offers the buggy trade Is as lively as ever. ...Rev
'po *• ----- Onotn ..... 1.13 •• 4.05 tt e make a specialtyof Diaea»e8 of tho Eye and
965 “ - 'o “ |... Au Train ...
gravel on one acre five feet in depth for 8560.00
har. Brain aud Nerves, .Stomach. Liver and Heart.
12.45
,l
8.35
“
Nykerk
occupied
the
pulpit
in
the
D.
R.
10.00
“
3.25
and will accept city bonds in payment on same
Ihroat and Lungs. Catarrh. Asthma and ConI- ^M unking. .. 12.05 “
2 30 “
3.44
conditions as Mr. De Vries, we find this gravel to Church last Sunday morning ____ Quite a 10.80 “
sumption. Constipation, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
• HeedsboroC.. 11. 47am
200 ••
consist of one foot in depth of loamy fine gravel few of the villagersenjoyed themselves at 12.20pm 4. .30
Cancer.
Scrofula and Skin Diseases. Fits. Paisy,
• •• Seney3 ..... 10.40 Enlarging12.05 '•
1.4j •• 5.50
three feet in depth of best clay gravel I and one foot
Dropsy. Tumors, Goiter, Piles, Female Diseases,
.. Dollarvilic.. 9.56 ' 11.00 “
Macatawa
Park
this
week
and
were
2.03 “
etc.,
’
5.57
in depth of coarse sand gravel. Mr. Boone says
• ••Newberry...
9 30 " 10.80 “
4.15 •'
Tenth
..... street
.......Is
- „graveled
-------- with his gravel.Your pleased with the improvements in progCatarrh. Diseases peculiar to Women and Pri..... I’airaa
8.31 •• 8.15 “
5.00
••
PlrTr,!F«y0Ur, ?LD n,nd
vate Diseases made a specialty.
committee respectfullysubmits the mutter with- ress. A better road from Holland to the
..... Moran .....
8.11 “
7.42 “
1 it 1 L KLb and have them copied and
5.50 “
out recommendationJ A Ter Vree, Will Z.
The only office In the state which gives genuine
St. Ignace4.. 7.45 "
7.00
Park
is still a necessity ..... Our otherwise
enlarged.
Cull
and
examine
my
work
98.^
Bangs, B. Steketee, CmmilUe.
A Mack. C’v5 Lv 7.00 “
(ompound Oxygen. In addition to our present
quiet village has been overflowing of late
whether you wish any done or not. e ectric appliances we have recently purchasedan
Aid. Harrington moved that the committee on
' u M. C. or G7
olerantElectric Chair, suppliedwith both the
Remember the name and number
streetsand bridges enter Into negotiations with with tramps, book-agents,peddlers and
K. & I. Roads
Paradicand Galvaniccurrents. Electric, Vapor,
Mr. J De Vries for the purchase of one acre of birds of that feather . .Mr. P. J. Zwemer
*fc Connections.
?
ami MedicatedBaths given when required. Also
gravel to be paid for after the passage of the next has returnedfrom his Cliicagovisit....
a full line of Spectacles and Lenses-tho finest
c-5£.= : 9 30pm Lv Mack. Cy A 6 15am
general appropriation
bill.— Adopted.Yeas, Ter
quality constantly on hand.
- = i 6 15am A Bay City* Lv in 25pm I***
Vree, Harrington, ;Ba»gs,Dh Merell, Steketee, The wheat crop is mostly gatheredin and
103 MONROE ST.. GRAND RAPIDS.
threshing has commenced; Reimink Bros, - zz - ~ 40 "
Saginaw
and Bertsch,— 6. Nays, De Roo and Kuite,-2.
8 35 ••
= >.= = 110 30 "
Go. Rapids *• 5 03 “
What Our Patients Say
Aid ^ Harrington moved that the council adjourn. have also got out their threshiug-rig.
c 3* _
~ ^*1
*1 1 ‘tC'jJUJ
40pm Kalamazoo “ 2 15 ••
o K T44 \1 Te'T r* T»
Act!
‘Mister” E.
c S 3 c 10 40am
Pt. Huron “ 4 10 •'
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
= t* ^ = 10 50 “
Detroit '• 6 05 •*
Pentwater,
Oct.
10, 1884.
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
810pm
Buffalo '• 9 iNiam
Dus. B. 8. & Co. :
aud said committee,recommending 323.00 for the
43
Dr. Flagg's Family Ointment.
Toronto ‘ 9 15 ’•
Ir Si: 8 18am
support of the poor for the two weeks ending AuGen tlemen— v w ife, who had dropsy
Montreal•• 8 <A)pm
Never fails to soothe and heal cuts,
gust 4th. 1886 aud having rendered temporaryaid
2 20pm
Quebec “ 2 30 “
of the heart, and had been given up to die
to the amount of $4.00.— Adopted and warrants burns, bruise*,flesh wounds, inflamation,
1 Odum
New York •* 61H)
by our best physicians, has, under your
ordered issued on the city treasurerfor the several
2 55pm
„
sprains, pimples, chilblains, salt rheum,
amounts.
treatment for the past two months, rapidchapped lips or hands, frost bites, cold
5 Express Trains Nos. 1 and 2 make close conGENTLEMEN:-JTour Committee on Public Buildly improved and wo believe a permanent
sores, sore nipples, nud all diseases aud
lli^Ill, lr,lin9 frora and to all Eastern
ings aud Properw would recommend that Mr. U
We will buy all the Stave and Heading recovery will be the result. Her Improveand Canadian points on both Michigan Centra
irruptionsof the skin. Young Ladies— and Grand R.p d, t Indiana Railroad™
Bolts you can make and deliver the year ment has been far beyond our expectation
)r. Flagg’s Family Ointment will remove
A.
£ W AM KV
round, viz:
and for which we are very grateful.
building not to exceed in cost 83,000.00.C. J. De all pimples, blackheads, frecklesand Gen'l Superintendent, Gen. Pass.' & Ticket’ Agt Oak Stave Bolts. 30 Inches long.
Yours
B. C. Hardy.
Marquette.
Marquette.
Mich
Roo, D. Bertsch, E. J. Harrington,Committee.
other blemishes from your face, leaving
White
Ash
Stave Bolts. 80 Inches long.
Adopted and the committee instructed
to carry the skin soft, smooth, and beautiful.No
it
Asthma Cured,
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
out their recommendations.
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
family will be without it alter testing iU
Traverse City, July 18th. 1885.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Select Committee report—
marvelous soothing and healing properLight weeks ago I took ray wife to Dm.
Taking Effect Sunday, May 30, 1880.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 Inches long
Gentlemen:— Yonr specialcommittee who were
empowered to purchase land of Mr. Tennis Keppel ties. Sold by druggistsfor 25 cents or
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long. B. S. & Co. for examination, the having
mailed on receipt of price, by the
for site for gasoline house, would report that they
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
been sufferingfrom abdominial dropsy for
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
have done so. and that the deed is executed and
William’s M’fg Co., Cleveland, O.
Nit
For making contracts or further in- the last ten years, her natural weight
TOWNS.
ready for delivery, and we recommend.thatan order
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.
be issued in favor of T. Keppel for 815.00 in payformationapply to Fixter’s Slave Factory. being 115 pounds aud at the time’ she
ment of said land. We also recommend that the
weighed 175. she could not wear a buta.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
street commissioner be directed to remove the
Holland ........
toned shoe and had terrible spelii of diz10 20 1 30 12 00 5 00
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
gasoline house to the site purchased. C. J. Do
Grand Junction.
11 37 2 18 1 15 S 05
ziness almost amounting to apoplexy,
Roo, P. H. McBride, Geo. il. blpp, Special ComBangor ..........
11 57 2 30 1 35 9 20
The Verdict Unanimous.
mittee.— Adopted.
THE
FINE
BLOODED
but from the first she has received rapid
Benton Harbor.
1 27 3 13 2 35 12 Op
New Buffalo .....
Aid. Harrington presented his resignation as
improvoraent, has no more of those unSTALLIONS
2 35 4 05 3 55 2 35
I?TSu,,f’ DrusK,9t' B'PPU9 Ind-. tes- Chicago ........
one of the Committee on Claims aud Accounts —
5 45 6 40 7 00
conscious spelis and has lost ten pounds
tifies: T can recommend Electric Bitters
Laid upon the table.
p.m. p.m. a.m p.m
in weight and we have every reason to
as
the
very
best
remedy.
Every
bottle
i The Clerk reportedcontractfor the improvebelieve she will improve until her health
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
ment, grading,and graveling of West Twellth sold has given relief in every case. One
is entirely restored or as well as any one
a. m. p.m. Ptm. a. m.
Street. Special Street Assessment District duly man took six bottles, and was cured of
Chicago
Will be at the Sale Stable of
9 00 3 30 9 55
signed, bond executed, and filed in the city clerk’s
can expect to be at her age.
Rheumatism
of
10
years’
standing.”
New Buffalo
ofnee.— Approved.
11 33 5 35 12 30 7 25
I have been an intense sufferer from
Abraham Hare, druggist, Bellvilie,Ohio, Benton Harbor.....!! 12 30 6 27 1 50 10 15
The Clerk reported the following:
Bangor ...............1 45 7 10
asthma for thirty years and suffered every2 55 1 43
aflims: ‘‘The best selling medicine I have
During the Season of 1880,
Gentlemen :— You are hereby requested to pay
Grand Junction ..... 2 00 7 23 3 17 2 55
thing but death and bv these Doctors have
all the money coming to us for grading, graveling, ever handled in my 20 years experience, Holland ......
3 05 8 15 1 35 5 20
been restored lo comparativehealth. They
building a bridge and doing all other work we is Electric Bitters.
Thousands of others
Theae
horses
are
jet
black,
as
were
their
ancesP m. p.m. a. m. p. m.
have relieved me of Asthma so that I
have contracted to do on West TwelfthStreet in
tors ; they have a fine pedigree and are as yet hut
have added their testimony, so that the
_FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
said City of Holland, accordinglo a writtenconsleep well, eat well, and work well for a
verdict
is
unanimous
that
Electric
two
years
and
ton
months
old.
This
is
their
first
tract dated July 16lh, 1886, with the City of HolMail. Exp Exp. Exp.
man of my years. It my wife’s health is
Und as party of the first part, aud Peter Koning Bittersdo cure all diseases of the liver
season. They arc undoubtedlythe best Norman
restored equally with my own it is all 1
and James Koning party of the second part, to kidneys or blood. Only a half dollar a
p. ra. p.m. a.m. a. m. p. m.
stallionsIn this part of the country andl I nvitc all
Gabriel Van Pullen and Reinder E. Workman,
Holland .......
could ask for and more than we bad any
3 05 8 15 t4 45 10 05
bottle at Yates & Kane’s Drug Store.
5 45
inicrcstcdin horses to cal! and look them over. It
our bondsmen for the faithfulperformance of said
Zeeland .......
3 13
reason ever to expect. I have often sat
4 56 10 20 5 55 will pay you.
contract. Peter Koning, Janies Koning,
Grana Rapids.
4 00
5 43 11 00 6 35
on
the porch and prayed that the lightShiloh’s
Yitalizer
la
what
you
need
for
ConstiDated, Holland, July 16, 1886.— Filed,
pation,loss of appetite,dizziness and all sympFROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Holiand,Mich..Aprl.!»,^Nii’Propric%tr
ning would strike me dead, and end my
The marshal reported the collectionof $309.77, tomsof Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents per
a. m. p. m. ptm. p.m.
suffering,but iho Lord’s ways are not our
water fund money.— Filed
bottle. For sale by Y ates & Kane.
Grand Rapids.
9 00 12 50 11 00 4 45
Dissolution Notice.
ways. He knew there was a parly who
The Clerk reported tho collection ol $309.82,
Zeeland ........
9 52
11 42 5 27
licensemoney.— Filed.
Holland ........
Notice is hereby given that the co partnership would relieveme, but let me suffer on un10 05 1 30 11 50 5 35
«S0aiiic7WLY®5Sfobronch,,l!
The Clerk reported deed for lot No 8, block No.
^elw/CD 1)lrk De Vries and til my deliverer came, which they did in
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGOV
I eter De \ rics Is this day dissolved by mutual
29 on file in the clerk’soffice and pursuant to resog'uxMimc, and thunks toDrs. B.,8.
a m p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m. consent. All debts owing to .be saidVartnerBucklen’sArnica Salve.
lution he had issued au order in favor of Mrs.
Holland. ......
. I now work several hours n day at
10 10 3 do 6 30 5 40
8arah Howard, executrix of the estate of M. D
8 20 eblp arc to be received by the said Dirk De Vries,
The best salve iu the worid for Cuts, Grand Haven
11 05 3 43 6 30 fi 25
Howard, deceased, for $300.0) in payment for said
9 00 and all demands on the said partnership are to be hieing or other farm labor ^hich seems
11 10 3 47 6 40 6 30
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Ferrysburg
lot. -Filed.
0j6Lm f'T P“yDlt,DI'«» he Is authorized almost incrediuble to those who knew of
9 03
Muskegon.
egon . 3rd street 11 45 4 15 7 15 7 10
9 30
The Clerk reported oath of office of F. O. Nye Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
my former suffering.
a.
as assistant engineer of the tire departmenton tile
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveFROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
DIRK
DEVRIES
W. A. Cbandklkr.
in the city clerk'solfice.—Accepted.
ly edres Piles, or no pay required. It is
PETER DE VRIES.
p.m.jp. m. p.m a.m. p.tm.
The following bills having been approved by the guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,
or Muskegon, 3rd street 1 40,12 05 7 10 8 .V) 10 10
Ferrysburg .......... 2 03:i2 27 7 32
Board of Water Commissioners were certified to
9 17 10 45
money
refunded.
Price
25
cents
per
box.
Grand Haven ..... ! 2 10 12 32 7 35
the Common Council for payment: C. & W M
9 22 10 50
I would like to Hate through tho eolumos of
R'y Co., freight, 25c,; Telephone Co., telephone
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland,and Holland ........
3 Ouj 1 20 8 10 10 05
your paper to thove that arc lick that I am at Mun11 35
to Get. 1. 1886. $10.00; T. Van Landegend,fixtures A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
Ip.m.
kegon being treated by Dr*. Booth. Sweet* Co.
is going on iu the stock of
and labor, 813.42; R. E. Werkman, 20 lbs Milwau\\ ben I came to them for treatment I waa falling
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
kee grease, 84.50; E. Winter, blacksmithlngand
ao last I hud about given up alljbope of ever getFor lame back, side or chest, use Shiloh's Porous
material.$3.10.—Allowed aud warrants ordered isP.m.
u. m
ting well, but thought I would try these doctors as
Ilaster. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates & Kane Holland. ...
sued in payment of said claims.
3 05
10 10
at the store of
a last resort. I have been here now four weeks
Fillmore.
3
20
On motion of Aid. De Roo, tho amount of license
Shiloh's Cough and Consumption Cure is sold
10 25
and am gaining in flesh aud feel that Ishall eventHamilton
of Lyceum Hall, for the year ending first Monday
3 80
10 38
ually regain mv health. 1 would say that I found
Ailflgau..
in June 1897, was fixed at one dollar.
4 03
11 05
the doctors to be Just what they advertise to be.
and
that nil who ore suffering from chronic diffiOn motion of Aid. Bangs the committee on pnbFROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
culties
will do well to consnlt them.
He buildings and property were instructed tor atThe clergy, medical faculty and people
tend to the removing
John W. Ramsey.
------- of eafo fr
from the depot and
Mix
all endorse Burdock Blood Bitters us the
placing it in the council room.
a. ra. p. m. a. m.
Allegan...
9 05 4 30 11 25
On motion of Aid. Harringtonthe clerk was in- best system renovating,blood purifying
Diess Goods, Table Linens,
Hamilton
9 37; 5 05 12 15
structed to furnish the council with an estimate of tonic In the world. Send for testimonials.
Fillmore..
GKNTLEMtNi-Ailowmetoexpress my thanks
9
47, 5 18 12 30
the cost of grading south Cedar streetaud a stateSkirts,
Hosiery.
Goods, for the kind and skillful toeatmentreceived from
Holland
10 05 5 80 1 00
ment of what proportlou of the expense the city
you. When I came to you 1 had no hope and no
p m.
Sale.
would have to pay.— Adopted
Etc., in endless variety.
faith, and it was the hardest work that 1 could do
Council adjourned.
to make up my mlud to come to yon, as I had
The building on Eighth street, now oct Dally, AU other trains dally except Sunday.
tried so many doctors and spent so much money
, Gko. H. Bipp, City Cic:'...
All trains run by Central Standardtime. '
A full and complete line ol
cupied by R. A. Hunt as a saloon will be
and all to do no good to me. I believed there was
sold cheap and on easy terms. Inquire of Canada'" 10111 POln,t' ln the Unl,ed f,tate*
no help for me, and thought all doctors were
Board of Education
humbugs, or else they were very much mistaken
Mrs. E. Kruisenga.
_J;H, CARPENTER. Gen. Pass. Agt.
In my complaints. Some said I had tape worms,
F. G. CHL RCHILL Station Attent.
some said I had consumption,some said Bright’s
Holland, July 14, 1880.
always on hand.
disease,one said I had cancer of the atomacb,
Board met pursuant to adjournment. All ladies should discard heavy, unsome one thing and some another; none knew.
Present: Kremers, Harrington, De Roo, comfortable bustles when they can get
I have the agency in this city W hen I called on Drs, B. 8. * Co., they gave me
Ipi'crtisemcnts.
‘‘The
Mikado,”
for
lightness
and
shaplia
very careful examination. They said they
McBride aud Yales. Inspector Kremers
could help mu. and told me how much It would
ness it has no equal. It is the only warin the chair.
for the celebrated
cost. I thought as a last resort I would try ouce
Committee on Teachers reported in ranted bustle made. For sale bv, Mrs
more, as I had been urged so bard to call ou them
n V Hinflo vi- )\t\ a
.. * 1
D.
M.
Gee
&
23 4t.
favor of engaging Misses Carpenter, Boies,
and Westveer for ensuing year —Adopted
The^s^umf stxotul monthifY tho^ght'Y1 should
A Warning.
and Committee given limner time on balnever live to go half way through with the course
These lamps are a great im- bnt
ance of applications.
Pain is given for the wise purpose of
it was a struggle for life, and I fought the bait.e
won the victory.I owe my IlfqAo Drs. B.
The following bills were allowed: VV. informingus of the presence of danger
provement on all other lamps 8.and
Co. I1 would
to all poor
8wonld say
ea7 10 ^ P00*- “ffcrors, call on
H. Rogers, #21.41; M. KiekentveldOOcts; aud disease. Any littleexcitementof an
quantity
oil them before It Is too fate.
Geo. P. Hummer, $7.20; W. H. Beach, unusual nature disturbs the balance of the
I am vour friend aud Drs, B. S. b to.’s sincere
s. 8. Hall.
$1.60.
system, the nervous energies are exhausused and the
of light friend for
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both as to

MACKINAC.

Resignation of E. J. Harrington as ted, aud headache and a hundred other
member of Building and Repairs Com- disturbances are the result. Mauy of the
mittee accepted.
miseries of modern man and womanhood
The Host Delightful
Adjourusd.
might be cured aud prevented were their
O. E. Yates, Sec'y.
approach heeded and resisted, having
their origin in derangements of the liver
Palaoe 8 teaman. Low Rate*.
and blood, dyspepsia, jaundice, indigesLake Shore.
Tout Tripa par Wtek Between
tion, costiveness and other unwholesome
The Irishman said that his wi(e was conditions. Evils of a diseased nature find
DETROIT AND MACKINAC
sick six weeks in the long month of Au- a certain cure by the use of Golden Seal
lad Brer? Week Day Betwen
gust and all her cry was “Wather!” Bitters. In this medicine,nature, aided
DETROIT AND
“Watber!” We can sympathizewith the by art, has produced a rare combination
“old gal” for that has been our cry for of medicinalproperties, wisely adapted to
Writ# for out
more than six weeks and we have found the core of diseases common to mankind.
"PlottirHqiieMtcklitio," HluitrtM.
no relief as yet... James Shaver started The vitalizing princlpffls embodied in
Oontatae Ban BartleBlan. aCaftodYMe.
for Allendale township with bis threshing GoldenSeal Bittera will
----MBuredly cure
machine on the 20th inst. to begin work. webroken^down dyspeptic. Bold^by^H.
We understandtbit he and J. F. Joselyn
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which they give. Call and
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Goods delivered free of charge,
„ (1
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, June

14.
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® has ukea hs lead la
t

Owsala of

that class of

(Medics, sad has rises
almoit universalMlitUc-

of Cases,

Balow we give a few extractsfrom letterswhich
have been received from those taking home treatment Oxygen.
A Jady from Danville, Ky„ who has been • sufferer from Bronchitis and Catarrh orderedhome
treatment In- May. A letter from her husband
dated Aug. 2nd, In which he ordereda second
treatmentBaying: ‘’Mre.
has been oelng
your Oxygen for three months. 8be has greatly
Improved. la a new woman."
A patient had Asthma and Dyspepsia,reported
aa follows,June 18th: **In March last I sent for a

-

0‘Vrphy»„
flhaswoa the favor of
thr publicand now ranks
•pong the leading SUdP
| dssa of the oildoa
A. L. SMITH.
.

For tale at th« drag stare of H. Walsh.

___

A

Needle Gas Lamp.

Mre. D. —

—

Faver. Instead

gratifled with Oxygen In Hay
prostration for a month after

was
of

• Few daysDr. Robert Bartholow, in his late worka on the
practiceof medicine, recommendeOxygen in
fatty degeneration and dilationof the heart, emphysema of the Inngt, asthma, etc.

HER FAN.

two not relnrn to my native land until we
I never yet believed that you were dead or
touched at some port in Japan or India.
mg Bison’s Address.
false to me. I knew that some time you
The Captain and officers advised me to would return, the same as of old.”
Wamors ! I am the last of a mighty
make the trip with them, but this I would
W® were a race of chieftains.
not listen to for a moment. I must reTaking an Eye to Be Painted.
Alas! Death will soon yank ns into the
For she fa cold— ah, here’s a fan
turn nt the first opportunity.
Lying outspreadupon the table
The young man whose statement that unknown and inexplicable hence, forAnd my rashness again led me into adA dainty toy from far Japan—
ventures far more unpleasant than an en- he had obtained a black eye by running ever, mid the Bison family will have
It must be youra, fair, blue-eyed Mabel
forced ocean voyage conld have been.
against an open door in the dark was vanished from the earth, save a few
Upon it four old nandarina
When wo were off the Japan Islands a receivedwith such incredulity and he tailed members of onr name, who flee
Travel about at fearfulangles,
violent storm arose, in which I became was obliged to repeat this story bo across the plains before the approach of
Umbrellasbalanced on their china,
thoroughly frightened. The steamer often that he decided to undergo an the pop-mm and fox hound of the pale
And ’round their necka great golden bangles.
seemed almost a wreck to me, and as we
operation known as having the eye face. V e are the victims of the pale
Their robes seem ruffledby a breeze
were in sight of land I begged my friends to
Their tinta would drive a Tumor frantic.
painted, in order that he might not perallow
me
to go on shore.
a*Sd wir f?rky*rod
J"ke. BeBut then, “it ia so Japanese,”
jure
himself beyond redemption. He hold the Iwt sad remnant of the once
They endeavored to dissuade me from
And that, of late, la quite romantic.
had
a
vague
recollection
of
having
seen
multitudinous family of your then great
this, but I was firm, and at length the
Here, just beneath this purple cloud,
sailors, spiked together a small raft and a Hign, “Black Eyes Painted Here,”
and powerful ward boss, Big Bison.
Is one blank apace- and shall I fill it?
set me adrift. They kept an eye on me, while riding on a Third Avenue street One sore-eyed squaw alone is left. Her
Hie thoughtsI dare not apeak aloud.
My pen may tell her, if I will it.
however, and when I really did reach shore, car through the Bowery, and he accord- classic mug is furrowed o’er with the
I knew that thev were aware of it, for not ingly mounted the front platform of
I shall I Though never good at verae,
many ,winters’while her nose
until then did they proceed on their way.
For four abort lines I’m surely able
one of these cars and rode down to find is but a ruin of former greatness. Her
I found myself, as the sailors had told
A I Attr+ttinlwZ— - __
pl?06- He found it without any system is also badly broken np, and she
There I Certainly I have seen worse.
me I certainlywould, in a land whose in- diffien^’in ’ ’
*n.v
habitants had a shrewd eye to
tbe vicinity of Chatham nriatim “fL thelnextgovernment approThat’s a neat line, ”Coy, charming Mabel I”
shrunken, yellow, miserable little Japs they L,*111?1’6’ a looat,on where the trade in
(I hear her step I And now the ”swishB
fral drr
g° nP0n a med"
were, but they were too many for
black eyes ought to flourish, by the mal
dry-dock for repairs. When she
Of silken akirta the staircase trailing.
Lndoubtedly thinking, from my manner ^ay« p»
When will she aee it? Oh, I wiahwas the reigning belle of the forest, and
My courage all at once ia failing.
of coming among them, that F was a run- I The first sign, “Black Eyes Painted captnated the palpitating gizzard of
or if I shonld do so, why then our enyour then seven-storybut now fallen
IH brave it out,) Misa Clair,I found
gagement shall be as if it had never been.”
Thiafan and wrote some nonsense on
chief she knocked out in four-aye,
“You
are very kind, Cyril,” she said,
Perhaps vou will read it. I’ll be bound
looking nt me doubtfully with her big blue npon me and forced me at the point of a
even
three rounds, as the crow flies, all
You'll laugh at my poor awkward sonnet.
i a iiall^aYi anu on every
eyes. "But do you believe you will find dozen knives into a bed of mortar-hkecon- 1 ‘H118 at tbo fo°t of every flight rivals who aspired to preside over the
But if you knew-Could1 but show—
anyone yon will like better than you do sistency,which I was obliged to mix with J,™
fll8ht8 of 8tair8 waa the sign, wigwam and cook the dog stew of the
(Caa it be true that smiles ahe smothers?)
me?”
my bare feet, and the only remuneration
hotograph Gallery. Black Eyes BWin88 iaind, 1boun(ling warrior, Big
•Oh thank you. Bbe’U be pleased, 1 know.
"I might,” I replied,secretly elated by received for my treadmill labor was food Pwnted,” indicating a surprising versaFor, Mr. Bond, that fan's my mother’s I”
R4lo81J. he,,eari are also gone.
—Home Weekly.
the question. “For if there is any truth enough to sastiiin me— cakes made of corn, tility on the- part of the artist. Up
in this affinity ouestion. there are heights
mm!)
B*180n ,one da-v drank too
^h°kein ebut °nce or twice, and these four flights of stairs the youth much of the tea that both cheers and
and depths to this passion of love which
THE MINISTERING HAND.
Th iTL.b?W °\ PuPPy80UP;
with the black eye toiled perspinnglv inebriates and she sat down to comyou and I have never reached. Fancy being
BT JOEL BENTON.
mune with sleep, ns it were, and in her
conscious of the presence of the being yon
love, althoughthat being be bidden en- themselves upon roast dog and goat and an to^aPIier8 receptionroom, where two dreams once more enact the scenes of
Across the fields I saw her go,
A fair \oung maid of motion fleet;
tirely from your sight, or even after death occasional fricaseed
?r three young women and one em- other days when she was a madein
The fallingpetals’ drifted snow
has occurred. Fancy, Allie, the strength
I found after a time that I was one of the barr&HHed young man were waiting. It spearing suckers on the banks of the
From pale white blossoms grazed her feet.
of this feeling which wo are to test this lowest laborers of a large porcelain fac- was totally unnecessary for the young
Minnehaha While she slept, a palesummer.”
The morning breeze was fresh and clear,
tory-the articles were very heaniiful when n,an w ith the black eve to announce face from the rising sun stole upon her,
The blue sky crowned a perfect day,
I was inwardly langhiug, but Allie perfinished,but not of absorbing interest to a w hat he had come for. The eve saved ami my children, in the language of the
While that fine chorus filled the ear,
sisted soberly:
Which makes the orchestra of May.
white map he “appropriated”them and
“But, Cyril, do you really believe yon
will fiud anyone that you will like better
sent them to his Great Father at WashSo roey-cheeked, so young and fair,
Her steps I noticed long and well.
than you do me?"
have been interested in the heathen
1 teml t0 y0U be out in ington to be used as flabs for his sadAnd found they took her quickly,
w
— —
, where
“iou commenced the subject Allie. "Do tices of Boodhism which were carried on all ft m!0*,
dle. Yonder she stands! Gaze upon
A suffering householdchanced
to dwell
lanced to
you not really wish to follow out your
about
me,
but
now
it was impossible,
Afte
.otlier
.vounK
women
giggled,
her as she scratches her back against a
/
She bore within her basket's space,
my mind was filledwith apprehensionsof a
embarrassed young man cheered up mighty oak. My children, thoSofyou
Dainties and food for those in need
"\es, I do Cyril, but I did not suppose
long life of slavery here in this dreadful a trifle, and the young man with
with the
And all the sweetnessof her face,
the i)ho are not already drunk, can per- that you—”
I saw reflected in her deed.
Mack
eye looked ao
as ujgumeu
dignified as possi- cene that she has reached that delight“iou did not think, Allie, that this is a
T Wn
n I
Al. ~
______
Two years went by. In this time it
ble under the circumstances.
She lifted up the hearts struck down
ful degree 0f inebriety that she don’t
game which two can play, did you? You
seemed
as
if
I
had
lived
a
thousand
yearn
B v lifelongsorrow and despair,
It was a very superiorperson who at care whether school keeps or not. Stdl
wish to indulge in some flirtation this sumAnd by her presence, shed around
of misery, and I would gladly have em
the expirationof a few minutes, dur- she is not as drunk as she con get, but
mer, to go free while
"uue iI oui
am still
Him bound.
uounu. jjui
But
Their humble home her love and care.
braced death in any honorable manner.
I shall certainlyflirt loo, if I get an opporing which the patient held a newsjiaper p,e 18 boPf.ful aml persevering, for
r.ftf'nrto
_ ___
Escape seemed impossible-theunderpati?nt bel(1 a “ewsi>aper
She did not seem to make a task
tunity— perhaps I, too, shall fiud mv
sized villainous inhabitants swarmed
face and a?ecte? ^ be foter- Clara Big Bison, like a sensible squaw,
Of what befellso fair and free
affinity.”
But nothingmore could crushed hearts ask,
island like innumerable vermin, and each e8te(1
came out into the reception believes that what is worth doing at all
"ion have fall liberty to do so,” she
Than her most welcome ministry.
individual manikin seemed to be the guard roo,n* He did not need to be informed rn worth doing well. She is now in a
said, a little tremulously,I thought, and
set to watch nry
mv every movement.
* what
*
the
young man UttU
had cum
called for
.
—
reflective mood, but somewhat ill at
Ob, there is beautv in the spring,
then, after assnring her that she must not
But when I least expected it I was freed. either, but bade hjm summarily:
And strange delight in summer days—
ease, owing, probably, to the fact that
look for me again until the three months
But oh, what joy one hand can bring
A wealthy Englishman, with a half
' Gome in here,” and led him into the
her soldier pants did not fit her, her
When touchedby Love's transcendentgrace. were over, I parted from her at her mother’s dozen servants attendingupon himdoor.
photographingroom under the sky- plug hat is not of the lat&t style, and
self and family, had penetrated I light.
I hud known Allie Norton all my life,
her teeth are not in a fit condition to
and the fondest hope of my heart was to which
°
of rl,'rv I “Take
a seat,”
said, pointing
pointing to
he knew
knew to iLBe“rc,h
be
real, porcelains
,,
8eai’ he
ne
8aid,
to a
a chew the adamantine navy plug of the
some uay make her my wife.
which were mai
pale face. Alas ! such fallen greatness.
made and glazed by the Japan- cb,?ir M®re tb* camera.
We had been engaged for several ese
BY SARA B. ROSE.
.
A
^ don
uuu t
*> wwarn,
ant my picture taken,
taken, yon « amors, fierce is the hate of the red
months, and her ether admirers, as was
....
___ !•
___
« ... 1 knnur ” cowl *1.^ ......
____
,
From afar
I saw him coming, and with know,” said the young man with the man— great is the ]>ow-erand wealth of
bnt natural,had since (hat time fallen
straining eyes I watched him, as through black eye, and added a feeble joke
ie pale face. We- must have revenge.
his interpreterhe bargained for Imari or about looking better for a phototrranh Y\ hen the Great Spirit darkens his face
natsnma.
Satsnma. Faience or Hirndn
Hirado nnrrplninH
porcelains.I whpn
when hto
his «***»
eye got «./%n
well.
we will go upon the warpath. When
>* hat being upon earth shonla be more
The black-eye artist ignored the joke, we return, our wives can wear plug
thankful for the porcelain craze than I?
and said
hats, carry seven- shooters in their
Every almond-shaped eye was turned
"I know you don’t want no picture.” trousers pockets, and smoke good
upon the traveled loreigner,and gaining
Jerry, were ______
„uu
courage from their abs^actVom 1 Sprang I . ^ben be. proceeded to mix up a spe- cigars, while those of you. my sons,
wondered how
ow Jerry would look attached
attached i f ’ b, t th,f . Wus b?r.hrstsPoke“ from my
place
the Cles .white paint upon
a palette,
•' accartomed
— ——
vs among cue
--- —
V* V/* an
AA
who wish, can, when arrayed in a chigto a dashy dog-cart which had been on ex- wish u*’o£ the subject, and I must own laborers,aud,
and, grasping
graspine bis arm in a viop.
vice-I operation that required several min- non and bustle, pose as an Adonis bethat,
in
spite
of
my
assumed
nonchalence
hibition for some days at the most popular
n
I » I told **
grip,
h AM
m Amt
my story before they utes, during which time the man with fore the dusky Venus of the forest.
upon the dnv of our ride, that it troubled like
carriage shop in town.
could
could tear
tear me from him.
the
black pvp
« hopeless
i.^,.«i ......
the black
eye pmrufrp<l
engaged in
in a
me
very
much
more
than
a little.
arriors’ 1 am done. Mv chin music
And now I had gratifiedthis latest whim
Then arose a clamor of voices,bnt the task to stare the photographer's assistI should have be'u altogether an idiot
will now cease to ripple. Let us now
of hers— what would I not do to gratify the
interpreter,who was himself an Englishwishes of my promised wife?— and the re- had I not known that I was considered man. placed himself by my side, and re- unt— ft dirty boy— out of countenance. scatter for our annual spring drunk,
sult was that she appeared totally in- “a catch" in the matrimonialmarket. Had plied to my captors in their own tongue, It was hopeless,because the boy only which will continue from the rising of
the mother influencedher daughterwhen
different
and ten minutes later I saw the stranger— stared at
ai the
ll,c black
,,la(,K eye and grinned.
grinned, he sun until the setting thereof,ten
she made her matrimonialchoice?
Jerry had not disappointed me as to his
a stranger to me no longer— place a roll of I * ^nal V the black-eye artist approached
Comity Sam, in Through
It
seemed
more
than
likely.
I
mast
appearance. I felt assured that I had a
bills in my master’s bund— the price which " ^h the pnllette, and the young man
satisfy myself npon this point.
Best stylish turnout, his silken mane thick
gave the slave his
asked
I shut myself up in my library for three
and glossy showed to greatest advantage
A Great Preacher.
Closely I clung to my new friends after
“What is that stuff?”
beneath his silver buckled overcheck, afld days, daring which time I read up upon this, and in their company I found my way
In a recent sermon the Rev. Mr.
"That’s a secret,” responded
the silver and blue plush liningsof the the subject of magnetism and thought out to Nagasaki, where, fortunately,I found a
a plan.
artist.
Talmage said : “It is more religious to
dog-cart were calculated to show off Allie’s
steamer ready to start for .San Francisco, i “Wpll ia
. .,
It was not a very original one. I would
laugh than to groan. Any one can
“Well,
is there any danger of its infair beanty as the green leaves of the rose
I expressed my gratitude to mv
Ib!
y danger of its inleave
town
for
a
time,
and
cause
a
report
tree show off the half- opened flower.
in as forcible terms as my command 0f Nurm8 m) e-'e- pursued the young groan, but it takes a David, a Paul, or
I had thought that Allie would be de- to l>e circulated that I had invested mv language would allow, and with my heart 1 man'
a modern heroine to laugh in the midst
lighted, but not so. She turned her lips property in a shaky speculation and lost. filled with conflictingemotionsI started on
“Naw,” said the artist briskly. “It’s of persecution. ”
I
would
return
at
the
end
of
the
three
aside when I would have kissed her, and
my journey
Mr. Falinage is right, but the average
both healing and concealing. Look up
said that she had rather be excused when I months, and Al!te should decide what mv
preacher does not teach this doctrine.
When
again I touched the soil of the at the roof.
future
should
be.
for
although
I
had
acreminded her that she had promisedto
The young man with the black eve Ihe groan is revered, the laugh is looked
ceded to her wishes with such apparent l nited States I telegraphed and then wrote
drive with me that morning.
back to my old home.
readiness,
my
heart
was
very
sore
when
I
gazed
heavenward,and the artist ap- upon with a sneer. Even the fresh
“What is the matter, Allie, are you ill?”
the beio
reflected on what the result of mv test a I became
“‘ri
*77 of
U1 the city almost inm- pnea
tiie paint, whereupon the
the young laughter of childrenfinds no favor with
I asked in astonishment.
plied the
nntnnAnnuK*
nrwl
i.
r.t
might be.
man involimk.. ».‘lw ..1..____ 1 i • ____
the “pulpit mope.” Circuit riders,
"Allie is very distraite this morning."
My arrangementswere scon made, and I
her mother, who whs in the room uuswererf
those who ride mules and visit remote
prised in my room at the hotel, where I Ltor„P .•! /, \e‘ 8ait) tbe artist
for her, “but there is nothing which would started westward, nor did I stop until I
churches,rarely laugh. When one does
had been interviewed by tbe reporters
1 * ie bn.1Kb uplifted,
reached
San
Francisco.
be better for her than a ride, (io and get
laugh you may know that something
Once fairly settled there I began to pre- even- paper in the place, by the entrance Abe .T°uug man did as ho was bidden,
your hat and parasol,Allie, and not keep
has occurred. Some time ago while a
of
my
half-brother,
who
bad
mourned
me
ftn(^
tbe
arH't
painted
the
face
carefully
Cyril waiting; yon will feel very much pare the way for my little game by
nB
close up to the lids and for half an inch man was riding along a mountain road
writing
Allie
the
following
somewhat
unbetter when you are in the open air."
More than once the tears arose in his below. When lie got through the he come upon a circuit rider, who, leanfeelingnote:
Allie smiled up at me a little perplexing
eyes as he listened to my story and gazed young man’s face felt as if a heavy ing against a sapling, was laughing upAii r Norton.
smile as she glided from the room, and
at my emaciated form, and eacevlv
........
i ______ .. „„
. ;*y
° 1
when her auburn curls had vanished her
f0”1'’ 1"? e"Ke'ty t“'’ 1 piaster was parted overTt. The
Tlio blackMy Deab Friend: The past week I have spent
listened ns he told me of Lome and of mv (.v<»
i,;,
mother said:
in getting accustomed to this lively seaport of
“What’s
the
matter?”
and as
"The rolling skating and dancing of the the Pacific, but I find time this morning to inThe circuit rider wiped his eyes, and
form
you
of
my
whereabouts
and
assure
vou
4
past winter have had a very injuriouseffect
“Don’t get any soap ou that, or rub replied
of my welfare. .
sence.
upon Alhe s health. I am glad that the
‘‘I am a circuit rider, and—”
It is a very fascinating place here, w ith manv
Before we set out for home a check fully it with a towel. Fifty cents. ”
summer is here, and that picnicking and things which are noveltiesto a stranger lik'.* iKphnrf/imr
f)iA cash debt— nothing coaid
____ 1*1
Y es, but is the position of the circuit
The
young
discharging
the
^be
)'°uug
man
found
that
the
prepdriving will take their places; they are far myself. 1 have found several fair huHiuoss
rider so amusing?"
repoy
the
debt
of
gratitude—
which
I
owed
aration
was
so
nearly
the
color
of
the
pleasanter amusements to my thinking.”
openings and shall possiblysettle down here
my generous benefactor across the sea, | skin
8kin that the fact that it was applied
"No, it is the first time I have
Even as she was sneaking' Allie returned as a permanent resident.
sent bj
the man
mail steamer. .Neither
Neither did
did "
«ns Hem
in me
as only apparent on close scrutiny.
scrutinv laughed for five years. ”
There are many beautiful ladies upon the was
and held up her chubby littlewrist for me
was
forget the mteipreter without whose aid He ventured to ask the artist if he did
to button her glove. I then helped her proniena'es here. Who know s hut that among
“Well, what tickles you so now?”
Into my new carriage, which
she did
an- them may be found my affinity?
nuiuu Hne
mu not apJust awhile ago I got off my mule
L
i
nud0Qble(11-ve,uled
lif® much business.
I
will
now
close,
hoping
that
you
will
enjov
near by
nv word
unnl or
nr look to notice,
__
__ »
,
penr
unfastened
to
rearrange
the saddle so it wouldn’t
the summer as hugely as I am sure to do.
In all this time I had not once spoken of Li
^ a^on* t(>n lmn everJ day.”
Aerry from the post, brushed off his bangs
hurt his hack and— haw— haw!”
Very respectfully yours,
caressingly,and took my seat by her side,
Allie, ahbongh I had not for one moment the?r i8t’-im R8 .ft -vouth of few
Cmii. Melkorne.
"Well?”
forgottenher. I was sure that the dread- J word8’, Rftld- "There’s always two or
and instead of picking up the lines I
Feeling somewhat relieved after penning ful test to which we loth had been sub- tbreo fights a night around here, and I
I took off the — te he, he — saddle off
waited for her to do so, for she was very
this epistle. I posted it. and then wandered jected had sepal ated us forever,
— ......
---- 1his
’
can fix a man
up so that even
wife and just ns I went to put it on the
fond of driving.
down to the shores of the hay where ships I could not ask for her.
won’t
he’s
hurt. You
1
wun 1 know
Know ne
s been
ueen Hurt,
ion see a mule— he, he—”
I waited in vain; she did not notice them.
and crafts,of all descriptions and sizes
“Well?”
Graspingthem firmly, I tonched Jerry with
were at anchor, and where many grimy
the whip, and we dashed along the avenue
“Mule kicked at me and fell off the
and seemingly quarrelsome little tugs ply',
and out into the country before I trusted ing buck aud forth emitting shrill shrieks
bluff and killed himself. Haw, haw !”
them
I
saw
the
genial
face
of
M^
Norton!
‘f
80
{,,at
*lle
decoloration
spreads
myself to speak.
and lugubriousnoises in every key aud of seemingly not a day older than when i ,,n.d®rnea^h.^‘ 8, it requires skill to
Thus the ice of reserve was broken;
“Allie, what do yon think of my n.
every kind.
parted fiom
paint a man a eye.
and
now, having followed up the cheer•ingle turnout, ” I asked at ast
As I was standing there musing, the
I made my way to her side, and gave
And tbc young man with the painted fulness which the timely death of the
It is very pretty,” she replied, gazing
fortress at the opening of the Golden Gate
my hand, she pressed it warmly aud said e.ve jessed out into the street and was mule cause, the preacher holds a high
out over the fields where the farmers were
came into my mind, and acting upon the
just beginning their haying.
saluted by the young lady in the position in the church, and his sermons,
impulse of the moment, I stepped into a
We shall expect yon soon; it has been a reception room, with the remarkwhich are lively,attract large crowds.
JOfi be any better pleased boat-honse near by, hired a small boat and
irowing time for us
1:1 .......i
with it if I were to present it to you, Jerry,
In the recent circular issued to circuit
t>egan to row myself out in the directionof
Still I could not speak, but when at last I v'iJr' }°U l0°V-kf; “ ^lli1t?man a^in’
dog-cart, and all?”
riders ; the great preacher said :
the fort.
I was free from my demonstrati^friendg
^ lato a ?gbt
know
“Mr. Milborne,Cy, I mean, please do
“My dear brethren, it is necessary
"Keep ontofthe way of the shippin’ ” II took the old familiar walk around to the
the "bere come. Aeu? 0) k Sun.
not, I could not possibly accept it.”
shouted the boatman as I made off.
you should laugh. I was a groaner
home of the one who had once been mv
1 cried, in desperation, “what is
The Last Battle of the Slavery War. for years and profited not by my selfI did not think this advice worth paving sweetheart.
this which has come over you all at once?”
attention to. and proceeded on my way
Mrs.
Norton
opened
the
door
for
me,
1 he last battle of the war occurred imposed grief. It would pay you all to
“Oh, I do not. know myself,” she replied
indulgingin re flee, ions npon Allies con- walked along the hall with mo for a few near Brazos Sontiago, Texas, May 13,
save up the yarn socks and old clothes
with attempted lightness,bnt I could see
duct as I leisurely plied the oar.
paces, and then left me.
the tears startingin her blue eyes. “Per1865. A small expedition sent out to which are annually given to yop, sell
The sound of inttling chains,the hoarse
The drawing-room door opened softly. surjirisea Confederate camp was over- them, buy a mule and shove him off a
haps I will tell you some time. MovI shouting
of strange voices, a great splashSurely this was no ball-room belle, no
drive a little while now?”
ing of the waters, aroused mo from my nymph of the skating-rinkwhich greeted taken on its return by a larger force bluff. n~Arkansaw Traveler.
I gave the reins into her keeping, sank
reverie, and wonderingIf leviathan him- me, bnt a woman, with almost ns much and defeated with a loss of eighty men.
bock in my corner and was silent. In
If it is desirable to set up an anvil so
self was upon me. 1 turned to behold the of sorrow imprintedupon her countenance This engagement is officiallyrecorded
•ilenefl we rode for an hour longer, but
slimy prow of an ocean steamer within ns there was upon my own.
as the battle of Palmetto Ranch. The that 4s use will make the least possible
•t length, when we wereen route for home,
twenty feet of me, and the next iusUf . the
“Allie,” I said, "then yon ore not mar- Federal troops engaged were the noise, set the anvil on a block of lead,
Allie gave me back the reins and nestled
waters rushed over me.
ried?”
Thirty-fourth Indiana Volunteers, the or make a putty ledge around the anvii
down by my side, saying: “Cy, do yon beWhen I come to my full semes again I
The dimples aud the olden blush crossed Sixty-secondUnited States Colored In- upon tin •• ooden block, one-half inch
lieve in this much-talked-ofpersonal magfound myself on hoard a steamer bound for the lovely face as my arm crept around
fantry, and the Second Texas Cavalry. clear all >*,und, one inch high. Raise
lokabaroa, which was miles out at sea. her.
“To some extent, Allie, I certainly do.”
the anvil clear of the block one-half
—Inter Ocean.
"Oh, Cyril, no, no!”
“That is what has been troubling me,”
inch by any means available, pour in
,and
“Th$n you have not met your affinity
•be aaid confidentially. “I hare been
Fbiendsihp is a silent gentlemen that the lead until it rises above the bottom
ajat l iras vexed may bo rcadilv imagthinking what a dreadful thing it would be
makes no parade
the true heart of the anvil, or set the anvil qu a good
med, but there wm no help for it. * I could
“I hate,”4h« returned, smiling up at me. dancerf no hornpipe on the tongue.
bed of sand held in a box.
if,

after a time, one or the other of ns

shouM meet with someone who

conld exert this power over us— ” She paused, unable to find words to iust express herself.
“\ou mean.” I retorted jealously,“what
if you should find some (man whom yon
liked better than yon do me. Isn’t that it?"
‘'Why, no, Cy, but it all seems so
strange—” Again she hesitated, and I
broke forth:
“Allie, yon have been reading some
trashy article, or listening to some halfcrazed lecturer npon this subject— that is
what has influencedyon, and I believe you
intend to throw mo over.”
“Cyril, I do not, but I thought perhaps
if we shonld test our love before we took
any irrevocable step— I don’t believe in
engagements,anyway. Suppose we suspend onr engagement for a while, say three
months, and then next fall if we are satisfied that we really love each other — ”
“Y°nr wishes are my law in evervthing,”
I cried, angrily. “I see how it is, 'there is
some other man you wish to exert your
arts upon.. You shall have your three
months’ freedom,and so will i, and if in
that time you find someone in whose company you are happier than yon are in mine,

Here in tbe parlor cool and awect,
Scantedwith rosea from the garden.
I wait tbo coming of hex' faet,
And vainly try my heart to harden.
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TUNNEL UNDER A MOUNTAIN.

Wonderful DiscoveryMade by a Party of
Miners Near Leadvllle.

wWo were

doing prospect work and
took out some pretty good stuff for the
depth,” said a prospector to a Leadville
Democrat reporter. “The boys were
willing to go ahead as long as the grub
lasted, and one day I was workin’ at
the windlass while one of the others
was pickin’ down at the bottom. Of
course, when he’d get the bucket full
he’d swing the rope to hoist I had
been there for ’bout a nour without a
stir from below, and was about half
nappin’. All at once I jumped up and
yelled down the shaft. There wasn’t
no reply, and I naturallygot scared as
a man sometimes does. 1 started for
the other boys, •who were off cuttin’
timbers, and told ’em somethin’ had
happened. We went on a fox trot back
to the shaft, and when they had almost
shouted a lung out I agreed to go
down. Well, sir, when I got down to
the end of the rope 1 found the bottom
out of the shaft and a chamber as dark
as pitch open before me. I could hear
the water runnin’, and called out to the
man. He answered that he had struck
the devil’sglen at last, and said he had
hurt himself. I shouted to the boys to
hoist. It didn’t take us long to piece
out the rope, and, with a fresh caudle,
I started back. There was our partner,
standin’ in a room ’bout as big as this
one, and pale as a corpse. Ho was forty
feet below the bottom of the shaft, and
when he stepped on the bucket and
went to the surface you bet your life he
was happy.”
They resolved to keep the matter
quiet until they had secured the cave
by a series of locations. Not long after
they came into the city and procured
an engineer,with whom they returned.
“We wasn’t long in getting to the
bottom that day, either,”continued
Mr. Youtsler, “for every mother’s son.
of us expected to see gold on every
aide. Well, the engineer got his whatdo-you-call-it to workin’, and when the
candles were all burned down he told
us we were 5,000 feet in the cave. We
were then without light, and for fortyeight hours were as badly lost as the
babes in the woods ”
According to the narrators they
found the chambers divided by partitions through which the wear of the
water had made a continuous avenue.
There was a draft through it and they
were all (onvincedthat there was
some opening upon the other side of
the mountain. Mr. Youtsler said they
failed to find the gold-clothed stalactites and stalagmites, but an abundance
of porphyry similar to that which characterizes the formation at Red Cliff.
He volunteers to head a partv to the

Important.

Deserved Promotions.
President R. R, Cable, of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway,
announces the appointmentof £. St

John

as Assistant

General Manager

of

company. Some months ago Mr.
St John received the appointment of

that

assistant to the General Manager, and
then assumed the duties which fall to
the position which he now tokes. There
will be but one comment on the gentleman’s promotion, and that, that in
qualification,ability,and past devotion
to the interests of the corporation he
has served so long and well he fully deserves the place be has been chosen to
fill. In whatever capacity he has been
tested, from the lowest round of the

ladder

up through the

grades,

he has

various

demonstrated

his
entire fitness for the duties and inter-

ests intrusted to his charge, and discharged them so well that advancement
on merit was also a certainty of the future. His record is one that ho may
well be proud of, and those officials and

opponents who have crossed swords
with him in the nurperous tilts that

When you

visit

or leave

baggage, expressage,and
stop at the

New York
f

3

Grand Union

City, save

carriage hire, and

Hotel, opposite

Grand Central Depot
CIS rooms, fitted up at a cost of one million
dollars, 91 and upwards per day. European
plan. Elevator. Restaurantsuppliedwith the

nest Horse cars, stages,anu elevatedrailroad to all depots. Familiescan live better for
less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at
any other first-classhotel in tho city.

Advice to ConsnnptlTes.
On the appearance of the first symptoms,
as general debility, loss of appetite, pallor
chilly sensations,followed by night-sweats,
and cough, prompt measures of relief should

be taken. Consumptionis scrofulousdisease
of the lungs; therefore use the groat antiscrofulous or blood-purifier
and stronth restorer, Dr. Pieroe’s ‘‘GoldenMedical Discovery.” Superior to ood liver oil as a nutritive,
and unsurpassed as a pectoral. For weak
lungs, spitting of blood, and kindred affections. it has no equal. Sold by druggists.
Fur Dr. Ploroo's treatiseon consumption,
send 10 cenis instumi s. World's Disp-nsary
Modlcal Association, 633 Mala street, Buffalo,

_

Mr. Beecher’s Fondness for (Jems.
He rides his hobby for gems as perN. Y. _
sistently and. onjoymgly as ever, and
A Maine
hardly a day passes that ho does not
take it ont for an airing. Ho usually
has a number of sapphires,emeralds,
or rubies in his pocket, and while ho
never seems to take any care of them, it
is not reported that fie ever loses one.
The incident of his watching the play
of color in some pet opals while waiting for an English mob to shout itself
hoarse, so that he might begin his antirebellion speech, is well known. Ho
often borrows jewels from dealers to
show to his friends, and, though his
careless way of carrying them is well
known, they are glad to loan them.
The other day he went to Mr. Manvel,
clerk of Plymouth Church, and said:
“Eve got something you will like to
see. It is a purple stone by day and
red by gaslight. Isn’t that handsome?”
Mr. Manvel, who is a jeweler, took the
stone carefully in his hand and said:
“Yes, it’s very pretty. If you should
ever want a peck of them let me know',
and I can supply them cheap. That is
the violanedu cap, and it is artiticial.

have enlivened Western railway history
in the past will be the first to concede
his eminent fitness for any position
embraced in the railway world. A
close student of railway problems, an
acute observer of passing events, forcible. and with a touch of combat.veness,
when the aggressive is the right
method, he has made his influence felt
at the right time and place. That ho
will be universally congratulatedis assured, and, better still, there will be
no touch of envy or jealousy in the
—Brooklyn Eagle.
chorus.
Mr. St. John entered the railway
The Weaker Sex
service in 1SG2, as clerk in the general are immensely strengthened by tho use of

'

doctor declares that ho has tho
under his
control. He’ll get the jim-jams sure.

spirits of throe hundred Indians

general
memory,

StartlingWeakness,
nervous debility,impaired
lack of self-confidence, premature

and

_

loss of manly vigor and powers, are common
results of exco^siroIndulgence or youthful
Indiscretionsand pernicious solitary prac-

Y.

What

dollar and a dollar

a paper
of silver? Never mined.

_

Quincy and Toledo Dr. It. V. Pierce's "Favorite Prescription,”
he became which cures all female derangements, and
gives tone to the system, i-'old by druggists.
attached to the Rock Island General
Ticket Department,progressing Misplaced switches cause a great deal
through various grades until on une of trouble,not only to railroads but also
1, lh79, he was appointed General in the family circle.
Passenger and Ticket Agent, a posiHall’s Hair Renower is cooling to tho scalp
tion he has continued to hold to date. and cures all itching eruptions.
The vacancy made by Mr. St. John's
Fame is a greasy pole.— Un/motrn phiadvancement promotes Mr. E. A. Holbrook to the position of General, and losopher. And it takes a deal of sand to
Mr. George h. Smith to that of As- climb it.— Merchant Traveler.
sistant General Passenger Agent. Both
A bottle of “obeah water” put ungentlemen deserve the recognitionthus der a man’s doorstep is supposed to
given, and will doubtless make equal- bring him the worst possible luck. It
ly good records in the future as in the is worse than finding a white cock’s
past.— Chicago Times.
head lying in the yard with its back
pointing toward the door. When a
ticket office of the

4,. 18(>3,

.1

_

For IntermittentFevers, Lassitude,
Lack of Energy, etc., it has no equal.

For ague, billons, intermitent,broak-bono.
and swamp fevers, use Ayer’s Ague Cure.

The

.

stimulates tho apnetite,aids the assimilation
of food, relievesHeartburnand Belching, and
strengthens the muscles and nerves.

is the differencebetween

tv The genuinehas above trade mark and
crossed red lines on wrapper. Take no other.
SU. Mir Sr SHOWN CHIBICAL CO. BtLTIIOSE. Uk

size of a man has nothing to do
size of the lie be can tell.

with tho

to SH a day. Ksmples worth I1J0.FRKB.
Jnc* not under tho horse’s feel. Address
Brewster'sHifety Rein Holder, Holly, Mich.
f

_

Road. On July

„

tices. Victims whoso manhood has thus
been wrecked should address,with 10 cents
In stamps for largo Illustrated treatisegiving moans of perfect cure, World's Dlsyensury Medical Association,663 Main street,
Buffalo, N.

q

This medicine,combining Iron with pare
vegetable tonics, quickly and completely
•
Cures Dyspepsia,
ia, Indigestion, Weakness, Impure BloodlTlaUrU,Chills
and Fevers, and Neuralgia.
It is an unfailing remedy for Diseases
DU
of ths
Kidney and L
Liver.
It Is Invaluable- for Diseasespeculiar to
Women, and all who lead sedentary lives.
Itdocsnot Injure thetectb.causeheadsche.or
produce const Ipatlon-ofArr Iron medicines do.
It enriches and pnrlflea the blood,

JAMS, JELLY,

TtbU Siren,PwMt PlrklM,Vln«*v, C.Uun, Prrwret, C.nnln,

^
and

Kriul

_

-Mating for farinm’ wim— flUkllM
Turnip Swd (all wrU).

iiap-r of Kill

rgf Paper of

fre»

WINTER BEETS

wllh trery 41m

thrown

in*

James has ley, s^a-oreww,ii»di«m, aa.

FACE, HANDS, FEET.
m4

PukL

til (Mr
DwIwmbmI,

ImpfffKtloftt,
heMlaf
Bof*rfloo«iHair, Btrtk Marks,
MoIm, VVarU, Mo lb, FrecklM, Bs4 Now, ACM,
BUck Haada. Scar.,Pilling and thatrtrwUmwk

LIVER COMPLAINT. advertisers

CVUDTAIIC
O I Mr I UM9

Are a bitter or bad taste in
month, pain in the back,
sides,or joints, often mistaken for Rheumatism;
sour stomach, loss of appetite,bowels alternately costive and lax, headache ; loss of memory,
with a painful sensationof having failed to no
something which ought to have been done ; debility, low spirits, a thick, yellow appearanceof
the skin and eyes ; a dry cough, often mistaken
for consumption.
The Daltfmors Episcopal Methodist:

‘Simmons Liver Regulatoris

on advertisingspace

when

in

file st

LORD (THOMAS.
$50 REWARD
paid fte aa; Otela Faa ••
amaisslhaltaa rl.anaad bag aa
noth Oral a sr Baad la aaa da, as
oar Petoet MON ARCH firela
and See* Saeereter aad Reefer ar Mr leaprevod Werewill ba

ac-

feeeae Mill ehlaY wi afar ebaap.
frlfl. Llat mllad free.

knowledged to have no equal as a Liver
medicine, containing those Southern
roots and herbs which an all-wise Providence has placed in countrieswhere
Liver diseases prevail.

Chicago, will find it on

NEWARK MACHINE CO.
Osluskee. Chios

''

HEW

THE KIDNEYS

ENGLAND CONSERVATORY

Surnat Tranquilizer of the Nerves.
sorcerer wishes to give a mild touch of Arc mire to be Healthy If tho
ll0F MUSIC
The surest tranquilizerof the nerves is a med- his supernatural power he gets some
Liver acts properly.
THK LARGEST and BIST KQUIMIDhihS
icine which remedies their supersenaltiveness
one to bury near his victim’s door a If the Kldneya do not Act Properly the
by invigoratingthem. Over-tensionof the bottle containinga toad, a spider, rusty
Following Symptoms will Follow: HeadOryan Tentna,11m Arts, Orator* , Lke
ache, Weakness, Pain in the Small of
nerves always weakens them. What they need,
man and Kalian Languages,Engliah Bi
nails, muddy water, and other articles.
the Back and Loins, Flushes of
ate. Tuition, tStoffliboardandroom
then, is a tonic, not a sedative. The latter is
Heat, Chills, with disordered
XlsctrtoLight,JUto |TS par term, fill
only useful when there is intense mental exUmb.r9.lfii.rorllluitratedOaltmar.i
Nothing
Like
It.
Stomach
and
Bowels.
citementand an immediate necessity exists for
address, E. TOUIUEE, Dlx.,FrenkUe
‘I have suffered a thousand deaths
producing quietude of the brain. Hostetter's
No medicine has over been known so effectsince I left the army, and a more disA SfttaoT inty Is • Jsy Ihrswsft
Stomach Bittersrestorestranquilityof the ual in the cure of all those diseasesarising
eased Liver and Kidneys you never
nerves by endowing them with the vigor renuiheard of. I tried a number of different
locality and prove what he alleges at site to bear, without being jarred or disturbed from an impure condition of the blood as 8COOriental ISsanM? MagicaTleautifier
remedies,and spent •1,800, but I obany time, and says lie is satisfiedthat, unhealthfully,the ordinary impressions pro- YILL’S SARSAPARILLA,OR BLOOD AND
tained no real benefit until I bought a
duced through the media of sight,hearing and
dozen bottles of Simmons Liver Reguhad not the candles burned out, they reflection. Nay, it does more than this— it en- LIVER SYRUP, tho Universalremedy for tho
lator. This preparationcured me, and
would have found the end of the tun- ables them to sustain a degree of tension from cure of Scrofula, White Swellings,RheumaI must say it is the only medicine I'd
mental
application
which
they
would
be
totally
nel upon an open surface. As near as
give a cent for In my case."— G. U.
unable to endnre withoutits assistance,buch, tism, Pimples, Blotches,Eruptions,Venereal
Heard, Pichmond, Ind.
he could describe it, the tunnel is at least, is the irresistible conclusion to be Sores, and Diseases, Consumption,Goitre,
S9-ONLY
about ten from Leadville aross Ten- drawn from the testimonyof businessand pro- Boils, Cancers, and all kindreddiseases. There Has our Z Stamp in red on front of wrapper.
fessionalmen, litterateurs, clergymen, and
J.
H.
ZEILIN
A CO., Philadelphia, Pa..
nessee Park.
others who have tested the fortifying and re- is no better means of securing a beautiful comRole
Price, •l.OO.
parative influence of tl>i celebratedtonic and
plexion than by using SCOYILL’S SARSAPAnervine.
A Mi sic Teacher’s Wail.

•

^

I

GENUINE^

Proprietors.

'

A Widower Set Back.
Said she: “My life will be just as
joyous to-day as it has generallybeen
Uncle Pete, of Maury County, Tenin the past five years. I shall give two nessee, had been a widower about six
lessons between this and dinner-time, months. Feeling very lonesome, he bethree more this afternoon,and one this gan to look around among the young
evening, with the exhilarating pros- girls. Coming home from preaching a
pect of a sick headache to keep me few nights since he overtook a light
company. And, yes— it is worse than sorrel-colored girl, and sidling up to her
usual, for I have three of my most stu- said:
pid pupils to beam upon before night.
“Miss Jinnie, I would bo exceedin’
I have labored earnestly with one sweet pleased to exort you home, ef you haves
child for almost four months, in the no dejections. ”
vain hope of teaching her the notes. I
“Well, I’se got dejections, I is. Why,
would cheerfullywager the price of Uncle Pete, is you don gone clean, fool
her lesson to-day that when I ask her crazy? "What would I look like er
what note is on the third space, she will gwine promiladin’long hyar wid you ?
gaze into my face with limpid eyes, and No, I thanks you, I doan need yo’ comrespond cheerfully : Tt is— b or e— p’ny.”
no, gl’
“Bless God,” said Uncle Pete,
“Then there is the child who sobs,” scratchinghis head, “I’se gwine on 60
continued the victim, warming to her odd year ole, en bin iner heap uv
subject. “If there is one thing under places, en seeder heap uv folks, but dat
heaven that will exasperate a teacher is de fus’ time I ever heerd uv er buzto the verge of madness, it is to have a zard ’fusin’ carrun.” Having delivered
pupil weep at the smallest provoca- this parting shot the old man strode on
tion. I have only to look sober for an and left “de pullet ter git ter her roos’
instant, and that dear girl will drop her de bes’ way she could.”— Defro if Free
head and cover the keys with tears. Press.
There is also the small boy who, like
Prof. Dana, of New Haven, in his
A. Ward, has a great mind, but does
not bring it with him. He takes his lectures on Evolution,cited the fact
lesson as one in a dream, and it is pain- that there are rudimentary muscles in
fully evident that his attention is con- man which are found strongly develcentrated on the clock. I tried an ex- oped in apes, an indicationthat they
eriment on that child once. I had existed in this state in some of man’s
eard teachers speak of moral suasion, ancestors. Also, the fact that the rudiand appealing to a child’s better na- ments of a tail, as found in man todoy, indicate that some of his ancestors
ture, and it occurred to me that per
haps Jami? might have a better natu.e had a tail. Birds and reptiles are now
far apart in the scale of an mal life, but
after all; so I endeavored to find.it. ”
Here she paused and sighed deeply. there are lines of resemblance showing
“I talked to him for some time in a that once they were of one species.
very gentle, loving tone,” she continued Then birds had teeth.— Dr. Foote's
finally, “and pictured to him the de- Health Monthly..
light of his fond mamma if he should
The first custom house in New Engturn over a now leaf. I touched every
land was established in Boston in 1680,
chord (or tried to) that is supposed to
with Edward Randolph as commisvibrate in boyish hearts/and even grew
sioner. His authority was superseded
enthusiastic myself. The bey’s large
by the creation, by the General Court,
eyes were fixed on me intently. There
of a colonial naval office.
was a look of deep thought and earnest
purpose in his face, and for one golden
“A Great Strike."
moment I fancied I had made an imAmong tho 150 kind* of Cloth Bound Dollar
pression.So I laid my hand tenderly
Volume* given away by the Rochester (N. Y.)
on his shoulder and concluded, ‘You
will try to do this for the sake of your American Rural Home for every $1 subscripdear mama, won’t you, J amie ? ’ J amie tion to that great 8-page,48-col, 16-year-old
threw back his head, straightenedhis . weekly (all 5x7 inches, from 800 to 900 pages,
little form, 'and in a voice trembling
(
with eagerness, asked, 4 Do you know bound in cloth)
what I am going to do?’ The stony Law Without Lawyers, Danelson's (Medical)
Family Cyclopedia, Counselor,
little heart was touched, and, with an Farm Cyclopedia, Boys’ Useful Pastimes,
inward prayer of thanksgiving,!leaned Farmers’ ami Stock- Five Years Before the
breeders'
Mast,
toward him and said, ‘I think I do,
Common Sense in Poul- People's His. of United
dear. But tell me yourself.’ And quiv- try
States,
ering on the expectant air came the World Cyclopedia, Universal History of
What Every One Should All Nations,
answer,
Just as soon as this lesson is
Popular His. Civil War
(both sides).
over, I’m agoin’ bobbin’ on the hill with
Any one book and paper one year, all postthe boys 1 ”’

RILLA, OR BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP,

which cleanses the blood and gives permanent
beauty to the skin.

TWIN PEOPLE.
“Wells’ Health Renewor” restores health, and
vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Malarift.Impotonoe, Nervous Debility. Consumption, Wasting Diseases,
Decline. It has cured thousands, will cure you.

HEART

LIFE PRESERVER.
If you are losing your grip on life try “Wells’
Health Renower. ” Goes direct to weak spots.
Great Appetizer, and aid to Digestion, giving
strengthto stomach, liver,kidneys, bowels.

DAVIS’-®*

PAIN-KILLER
IS

RECOMMENDED BY

Physicians, Ministers, Missionaries, Managers of Factories, Workshops, Plantations, Nurses in Hospitals— in short,

everybody everywhere who has
ever given

it

a trial.

TAKEN INTERNALLY, IT WILL BE FOUND
A NEVER FAILING CURE FOB

SUDDEN COLDS, CHILLS, PAINS
IN THE STOMACH. CHAMPS,
SUMMER
BOWEL COMPLAINTS, SORE
THROAT,

THE MOST

TO LADIES!
There are few Ladiea in the United Stales who in
unacquainted with the new and PERFECT TAILOR 8YSTKM of SQUARE
for DRKM8 CUTTING, invented by Prof. D.
Moody, of Cincinnati, Ohio, the coat of complete In
formation regarding which hie always bean |9. Ik
Price of Prof. Moody's new ill ultra ted book oi

MEASUREMENT
W

DRESSMAKING,

new Dolman and

MANTLI

SPRAINS, BRUISES, RHEUMA- CUTTING ia 13.50,making |8A) for the TAILOS
SYSTEM and Dreaamaklng,Dolman and Mantk
TISM .NEURALGIA. TOOTH.
ACHE, BURNS, FROST-

For Sale by all Medicine Dealest.

BED-RUGS, FLIES.
Flies, roaches,ants, bed-Jmgs. water-bugs,
moths, rats, mice.Rparrows, Jack rabbits, gophers,
chipmunks, cleared out by -Rough on Ruts. ” 15c.

•^Beware of

Imitations. -w

Cutting wort.
The Proprietor!of

THE CHICAGO LKDGEi

have recently contracted with Prof. Moody tor I
large lot of hla Hyatems of Dreaa Cutting and Nei
Hluatrated Booka, which they propoae to supply U
lady readersat less than half the ooat.
To every lady who sends na her name and address
accompaniedby »'d.OO, we will mall THE CHI
CAGO LEDGERoneyesrandoneofProf. Moody*!
new and Perfect Tailor Hyatema of Dress, Dolman ant
Mantle Cutting,postage paid.
their

We guarantee that the Tailor System and Book abou
dearribed are tho same in every reaped as those re
tailed by Prof. Moody at $8 JO caah.

BUCHU-PAIHA.
Cures all Kidney Affectations.Hcahling.Irritations,Stone, Gravel, Catarrh of tho Bladder. $1.

Moody’s new and PerfectTtilor System givei
printed and illustrated instructionsfor cuttlnj
each and every garment worn by a lady or child, k
fit perfect, and without tho aid of s teacher. His nos
and illustrated
book ou Dressmakingia without at
equal, and his system has a world-wide reputatioi
as being tbe best ever invented. No Lady should tx
without it.
Prof.

full

ROUGH ON RATS
clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bedbugs, vermin, water- bugs, skunks. 15a
“Rough on Corns" hard or

soft corns,

“Rough on Toothache."

Instant relief.15a

bunions.15o

Von will get more comfort for 25 cts. In
Lyon’s Heel titlfleners than in any other
article you buy.
Jr alTHoted with Sore Byes, use Dr. Isaao

Thompson’* Eye Water. Druggistssell

It.

25a

Relief Is immediate, and a cure sure.
Plso’s Remedy for Catarrh. 50 cents.
Don’t work your horses

SYNVITA BLACKBERRY BLOCKS,
For Dlarrhceaand all Bowel Complalnta,Twentyeta. For aalo by all leading Drugglata.

five doaea 25

PATENTS
ru.nubim,
-

to

I

IVMlinfl

R. 8. A A. P. Lacky. Patent
Attorney!, Washington, D.C.

THE CHICAGO LEDGER Is no new venture
and makes no “catchpenny* propositionsto its sub
scribers.THE LEDGER has been published for ovei
years by ita present Proprietors
This la a Oonu fide proposition,and will be filled tc
the letter.

FOURTEEN

rwlclicdand /rrv Inal of cunaont

Ul IUIVI

Remit money by Postofficeor Express money or
bank draft, or registered letter.Write name
town, county and State plainly, and address you
der.

VisrasTm

KIDDER'S PASTII

letter

to

THE CHICAGO LEDGER,

rmalL HUiwellACo,

871 Franklin

St., Chicago,

death with poor axle
grease; the Frazer la the only reliable make.
to

SYNVITA BLACKBERRY BLOCKS.
Get Checkerboardof your DruggistFREE!
The latest and cheapest,
the most plessant,convenientand reliable cure
for Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
Flux, Cholera. Cholera
| Morbus, and Cholera Inratum or Hummer Comliint ever (Uncovered,
lave never failed to cure
| Hummer Couiplulnt in

|

Guide,

Know.

23 cents. A guaran'ee on
o*ch Package b> which
will refund the price paid
fail to cure all diseases for

we

Blackberry Blocks
which they are recommended.. Ask your druggist for
If

Hadit is a cable. We weave a thread erence: Hon. C. 11 Parsons,Mayor of Rochof it «every day, and at last we cannot ester. Samples, 2c. Rural Home Co., Ltd,
break it
Rochester,N. Y,

SPERRY

It is a well-knownfact, admitted by physicians of every school, that it is from disorders
of the liver arise nine-tenths of tho complaints
which afiiictthe people of the present age.
and
The liver is the largest secretingorgan in tho
human body, and tho bile which it secretes is
&o.
more liable to vitiation than any other of tho
animal fluids.Luckily for the bilious, howAPPLIED EXTERNALLY,
ever, there is an unfailing source of relief
IT
18
EPPECTIVEAND BEST
from liver complaint in that sovereignremedy
LINIMENT ON EARTH FOR CURING
known as Simmons Liver Regulator,prepared
by J. H. Zeilin A Co., Philadelphia. This medicinal preparationliai stood the test of time
until it has come to bo regarded by millions
of people as & specific for all diseases of the
BITES, Ac.
liver and kidnejs. Himraons Liver Regulator
is doing noble work for the afflictedin this section of the country,whore it is largely adverPrices, 25c, 50c, anfl $1.00 per Bottle.
tised in tho newspapers.

Yard,

paid, for 41.15! Satisfaction guaranteed. Ref-

PAINS.

Palpitation,Dropsical Swellings,Dizziness,Indigostion, Headache. Ague, Liver and Kidney
Complaint, Sleeplessness cured bjr“ Wells’ Health
Benewer.” ElegantTonic for Adulta or children.

are:

4

Boston, Maas.

ASKBggSFBg

MI

I

Plao’sRemedy for Catarrh ia tbe
Eaaleet to Use. and Cheapest. I

:

Beat.

ijiBiimi CATARRH
hM

sn I MT c«
isaa a null.
atlms and tnsn have them i.tarn _
cat ears. 1 hart mads tbs d Is mss
sriLsr.vr
or rALLINOSICINBSSa llfo-lonf
Ifo-longstudy, warrantmy
birs
KorsuM othsrs
othsi
remedy to cure tho worst caaos.
____ ______
_
failedU no reason for not now receiving a rare, fend at
ones for a treatise and a free Bottle of my InfalllMo
remedy. Give Sxprees and foot Office. It eoets yo«
nothing for a trial, and I will care
aadrastP-. tt. O. noor, MfsariSl, New

tor

|

T.Z.Vtinin
fwan
i.

ton.

_

C.N.U.

80 cent*.

So. 80-88

^yMIW^HRITINCMro ^ADVEJCTWERSj

'

To*

Cold In tbe Heed,

Hay Fever, Ac.

la

tb/spaMr.11* y°M *aW * ° tt,*T<sr m*1’

tmm
Ckoroh Item* with the

Services for

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services »t
9:30 a. in., and 2 p. m. Vtanday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

We Have Moved
to our

at 7:30.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at

Church—

Store two doore west of the

Post Office, where we have added

m

10:80 a. m., and 7:30 p.
Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 6:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.
Subjects: Morning, “Christian conduct
in the sight of otners.” Evening, “Judas,
thej betrayer of Jesus.” Congregational
singing. Opening anthems by the choir.
Weekly praise and prayer-meetingThursday at 7:80 p. m. All are welcome.

Third Reformed

New

to our stock of

Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings, finished and completed.

Boots, Shoes,

!

D.
brock, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p. ra. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:30.

Planing and Re-sawing

THAT

ETC.. ETC.

41

Rev.

an especially large and stylish line of

done on short notice.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunday school at 3:45. Subjects:Morning,
"Looking for the city which bath foundations
Afternoon,“The name of
Jesus.” Evening, Prayer meeting.

Stairs,

”

Doors, Blinds,

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a., m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev. II. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meeting at close of morn’ng service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7:30 p.m. All the seats are free.
Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
caus. Royal Baking Powdbr Co., 100 Wall-st,

York.

8. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every New
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.80; Evening Service at
7.30; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 n. m., and Children’s
Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
of each month. All are Invited to attend.
Strangers especially welcome. “0 Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”
Pa. 96-9, - :
-

$1000

m.

Office

ZP

Our Prices.

The Popular Boot aud Shoe Dealers.

near the corner of Tenth street,

27,

Holland.Mich., June

HUNTLEY.

JAS.

Default having been made in the

S

Jewelry, Watches,

tad

Plateta,

Silremre,

happy,

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

witnesses of the truly
cures made by Golden Seal
Bitters,we do not hesitate to say there is
no other remedy for blood, liver, stomach and kidney diseases,half its equal.

Having been

H/ I

I

That Hacking Cough can be io quickly cured by
We guarantee it. For eale by

A Card.

FREE OF CHARGE.

City.

Sleepless nights, made miserable by that terrible
cough. Shiloh’sCure is the remedy for you.
For sale by Yates & Kane.
v Catarrh cured, health and sweet breath secured
by Shiloh a Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents
Nasal Injector free.

The conscious aim of scientific philanthropy is, in the first place, to deal
with the struggle of man with nature—
is to help men t» help themselves;
secondly, its aim is to regulate the
Struggle of man with man— is to help
men to understandand adapt themselves to the conditions of existence.
It is commonly noticed that the individual who succeeds in his struggle
with nature is apt to be successful in
the good-natured struggle with his fellow-men. As Darwin proves, the intemperate suffer from a high rate of
mortality, and the extremely profligate
leave few offspring. There is economy
in this process of elimination, whereby
the transmissionof the industrial vices
is restricted, aud, in the competitionof
life, the degraded members of society,
unable to adapt themselves to the conditions imposed by physicaland social
environment, succumb before the rest
of the population. The scientific idea
of benevolence involves, first, the preparation of man to receive intelligently
nature’s stern discipline— tliat is, to
help him avoid all the evils coming
from disobedienceof physical agencies
and also to u.- aim in' grasping those
great rewards which, as Huxley says,
nature scatters with as lavish a hand as
her penalties. The philanthropist will
ns that the hereditary vices

~”o,:

Old Stove.

«

-S

,o

the twenty-eighthday of
September,1886,

Tuesday

,

RINGS

ThliCIfvvfllBMrtMrnfMcnUd
andvU b* i*t«i
llTtlyadrerttM4in ertry tow* for Ur. ir.hr. who will
.ppridAU iu Mrtu u4 puh II MoonUacly.

Uim
1M

ruth

also keep on hand a large assortmentof

SPECTACLES psppfesss

iroai a csivrru.

CHICAGO.

°

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All

the Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.
am prepared to do repairii g and en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No

sunvuhJCXj

ssmehelng

tawa and State of Michigan,and the same being
the site upon which the church edifice has been
erected.
Dated, Holland, Mich., July 1, 1886.

trouble to show Goode.

G.

Van Pntten & Sons

Have on band

their Spring

Stock of

O.

Holland, Mich., May

BREYMAN.

12,

nt

northwest quarter of southeast quarter of section
Townsh b Five, north of range sixteen
.<.«
In Township
west, thence south ten rods, then east eight rods,
then north ten rods, then west eight rods to the
four.
four.

.P.,a.Cnf0,fhbc^DD DR; ‘he
for achnrch
site of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Ventura, in the Township of Holland, Count? of Ot-

I

H. WALSH’S.

H. MCBRIDE. M1CHAk

P.

1884.

Attorneyfor

LlfiHT

RUNNIM't®

Dry Goods,

22.13t.

With Us!

Trade

Fire Backs

J'

Mortgagee.

g
•^THE

Will supply

°(^Lchi8,n'aDd described as
,.°*wi.V One-ha.f acre of land bounded as
foUows, to-wit: Commenciag on the quarter
line, 4. rods east of the northwestcorner of the

and a

BAHGHART BB08, Soli Agenb,

Awenn*.

Bosman

A. B.

To

fit

every kind of a stove

and put them in at very
low

Dress Goods,

ScientificPhilanthropy.

show

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

This graet remedy

waa discovered by a missionaryio Booth
America, Send a self-addressed envelop,
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D.
New York
26-ly.

’0°”

E^SeTrWd

The largest assortment of
LA. O
ID

N

“reeb^e

ever displayed in this city.

Shiloh’e Care.
Tatee A Kane.

To all who are suffering from Ihe errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakness, earlv decay, loss of manhood, <fcc..
will send a recipe that will cure you,

A

pa*e 62’ and "herea.

Seeds,

sonable Prices.

mil aculous

Tr

on,

office

!«mJ)eenH n?t tU.,cd for ,lie recovery of the
,.8 hereby given that by virtue of
the power of sale In said mortgage contained, and
nroviXTth6of.the?tatutelu such case made and

DIAMONDS,

—

a

For your

her!

Subscribefor the News and make
your family and possibly your neighbors

Will yon mffer with Dyapepsiaand Liver Complaint? Shiloh’s Vltaliiser is guaranteed to cure
yon.

pavment of

r«orde(liu the
-dealerin-

JUST LOOK THESE OVER.

^

New Stove

19-tf.

Mt-t-n
R t-PVT-m o n
utto isreyman

SOT HAVANA FILLER.

_

—

1S86.

0,

Mortgage Sale.

1883.

39-48w

forfeit

Will give you a

VAN DUREN EROS.,

and Shop on Riuer street,

Holland, May

BOSNIAN

A. B.

Call and See Us and Learn

made and

furnished.

Absolutely Pure.

Gents' Shoes.

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

POWDER

£

Ladies'

Hand Railing, Sash

figure.0.
C

Woolens & Cottons,
Table Linens,

E. HEROLO'S

and Towels.

Honest Goods

Hosiery and Underwear.

-

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

New Spring Styles of Hats

-

Honest Prices!

ft

and White Goods.

AT

SEWING-MACHINE

BEST $I00 SHOE

A- B-

Bosmai

in the city, always on hand.

HAS NO EQUAL.

A Full Stock

of

Groceries.

Has a large number of

Repairing promptly and
G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., April

I

10,

neatly done.

MoiSeYiIacle

1886.

GOOD NEWS
U LADIES,

—

Co.

ORANQE, MASS.—

NO.

EIGHTH STREET.

46,

30 Union Square,N.Y. Chicago,IU St. Louis, Mo.
Atlanta,

Ga*

Dallas,

Tex.

E.

San Francisco, Cal.

ESI 8ALB~g7

Greatest inducement* ever of-

DEALERS

HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., March 29,

Meyer, Brouwer &

1880.

FLIEMAN STOVES

Co,,

J.

IN

Second-Ham

which

Furniture, Wall Paper,

the parent establishes for his children
and hia children’s children meet in the
long run with certain punishment If
we could believe in the certainty of

CARPETS, ETC.

THAN EVER BEFORE!

pnniahment, says Sir J. Lubbock,
temptation, which is at the root of
crime, would be ent away and mankind
would become more innoc*nt. The

Holland,

- -

Which he

Michigan.
50-6m

OILS.
We

will

—

make prices on Oils

dealer In

AND

—
1

GRANITE AND MARBLE

BUGGIES.

have recently commenced the manufactureof

that will astonish you.
BTJ-3T

MONUMENTS,

THE

will sell cheap.

BEST WAGONS

HN.DeMERELL,

penalties attachedto the consumptive,
scrofulous, or syphilitic,in contracting

marriage, are sharp and sure— ofttimes
swift and merciless. Men sin from a
mistaken idea of what constitutes to-'
day’s pleasure and to-morrow’s pain;
and it is not pleasure to be reminded
that a great deal of our suffering is due
more to ancestral errors than our own.
—Popular Science Monthly.

ManufaciurcBaud sells the

Platform, Combination &

And Secure

Bargaii

Express Wagons,

rni*

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
a light and durable wagon.

Vegetarianism..
To prove the qutlltj of these Pslnte, we weald
sute thst the paint put on buildingi
refinement of vegetarianism
tour years ago has given
has been devised. At a recent vegetarian banquet in England, after the usual
amount of d is tensive food bad been consumed, a malcontent bad the courage to Wo have not had one complaintof ita
observe that if we left off rearing anicracking or chalking off.
mals fop food it would interfere with
clothes. He was, however, instantly
While we are at present ____
confuted in the most practical manner
by a true vegetarian, who arose and asTHE PAINT TRADE,
serted that he was completely dressed
Do not forget that we still have as complete
in material « inch had involved no blooda Stock of
guiltinesswhatever. A cotton velveteen coat, dark linen drill waistcoat, oordntoy troupers, and lawn-tennisshoes
constituted the array of this animals'
, AilajceptIn the city, and aell them at prices
friebd. He also committed himself to
to suit the times.
the statement that “he had never tasted
KREMER8 A BANGS,
animal food in his life.”
Holland, Men., a., JtMwii.™1Dr°g 8l0"'

A new

*

I

ENTIRE SATISFACTION. Au

klnds of BuildinS

peeling,

CROWDING

ID3.(l8 tO

Work

buo-q-ies

Which

OrdST.

-

Cemetery Work.
of all

have on hand a lagre assortment of

—

Second-Hand Goo

I will disposeof at the lowest possible
figures.

-

-

e~-

I

—

:

------------

am making

--- Of every descriptio

ALL KINDS OF OARS

kinds neatly exeCnted.

bought and sold

b]

They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin the
hardwood line.

DRUGS and MEDICINES All Work Warranted

to

give Satisfaction.

Carriage
Call

R.
Bollard, Mich., Ang.

25,

N.DzMERELL,

1885.

a<My

and Wagon

and See Me

Hollahp, Mich. March

Purchas-

before

ing Elsewhere
18,

1886 J'

Painting

t

FLIEMAN*

A. B.

Bosnia

